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1.IPopulism
THE RELICS OF
INTERVENTION:

Clarence B. Carson

THERE is a story of World War II
vintage which went something like
this. It is about a particular bench
on an army post, in Hawaii, I think,
and was supposed to have taken place
in the early 1940s. It seems that each
day the guard whose rounds took him
past the bench was issued a special
order not to allow anyone to sit on
the bench. Someone-probably an
Officer of the Day who had nothing
better to do once he had posted the
guard-took it into his head to try
to find out why no one was permit
ted to sit on the bench. It turned out
that during World War I, some
twenty years earlier, the bench had
been painted. On the day it was
painted a special order was issued to
prevent anyone' from sitting on wet
paint. The paint had long since dried,
but the order remained.

The order was a relic. A relic is
something that remains from the
past. Ordinarily, it refers to some-

thing of great age or antiquity, but
age is not all that essential. By ex
tension, at least, a used tea bag may
be a relic from a cup of tea. The re
mains of a deceased person may be
relics. That get~ nearer to the heart
of the matter. A relic is something
out of which the life is gone, if it
ever had life. It is the leavings of
something. Itrnay be retained as a
keepsake or memorial. Or, it may
survive only beqause no one has gone
to the trouble to dispose of it, such
as,-decrepit b4ildings on old farm
sites. Or again,!relics may be the re
mains of something brought into
being out ofent\lusiasm, which never
were effective, but which survive
because they have been kept going
by those who saw it to their advan
tage to do so.

Dr. Carson has writteljt and taught extensively, spe
cializing in American [intellectual history. He is the
author .of several book$ and a frequent contributor to
The Freeman and other scholarly journals.
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It is in this latter sense that I use
the phrase, "relics of intervention."
By "relics" I mean the vast assort
ment of government programs, poli
cies, regulations, controls, prohibi
tions, enterprises, bureaus, offices,
commissions, and departments which
have resulted from government in
tervention in the economy and lives
of Americans over the past seventy
or eighty years. I mean the huge
regulatory bureaucracy which has
been brought into being to enforce
the intervention. I mean, to name a
few, the Interstate Commerce Com
mission, the National Labor Rela
tions Board, the Federal Communi
cations Commission, the Department
of Health and Human Services, the
Council of Economic Advisers, the
Federal Trade Commission, the
Federal Power Commission, the Se
curities and Exchange Commission,
and all those other bodies and per
sons who intervene in various ways.

They are relics, in the first place,
of nineteenth-century ideas born in
the heated imaginations of utopi
ans, revolutionaries, and reformers.
It will be the burden of what follows
to show that while some of the ills
that reformers decried may have
been real enough, the programs in
volved an enthusiasm for the bene
fits of government intervention in
society and in economy warranted
neither by history nor reason. They
are relics, in the second place, be
cause the shaky premises and falla-

cies underlying them have been ex
posed in land after land time after
time in the twentieth century. Most
of the interventionist ideas ante
dated the Bolshevik Revolution and
the numerous socialist experiments
in the twentieth century but came
from the same fount of ideas. They
are relics, in the third place, because
they obstruct enterprise, strangle
initiative, make it exceedingly diffi
cult for governments to have bal
anced budgets, and have fastened
upon us an inflation which is de
stroying the value of the money.

The History of Intervention

The overall purpose of this study,
however, is to place the whole body
of the interventions, or so many of
them as can be considered, in histor
ical perspective. Much as the inqui
sitive soldier sought for the origins
of the special order about the bench,
so it is the purpose here to examine
the genesis and development of the
interventions. There is some evi
dence of a growing awareness that
much of the intervention is today
counterproductive. To unravel the
skein of intervention may help in
making an evaluation of this. It is
true that many of the interventions
are still very much a part of the ac
tivities of government. It might be
supposed, then, that they are not
relics. It does not follow. The last
soldier who guarded the bench pre
venting anyone from sitting on it
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may have done so as vigorously as
the first.

Populism is a good place to start
the investigation. Not because po
pulism was the first movement to
ward this type of government inter
vention. Nor because the ideas
advanced by the Populists origi
nated with them, for they did not.
Not even because the grievances al
leged were newly minted by them.
As a matter of fact, the ideas, the
alleged grievances, and even politi
cal movements to advance them pre
ceded the Populists.

Rather, the Populist movement
makes a good starting place because
for the first time the interventions
they proposed began to make some
political impact. Not only did the
Populists actually get candidates
elected to office in several states, but
they also played an important role
in the shift of the Democratic Party
toward intervention. Eventually, too,
some of the particular programs they
pushed were passed into law. In
short, some of the relics of interven
tion come to us by way of the Popu
lists, however indirectly. It is impor
tant, too, to examine some of these
ideas in their crude formulations, for
by so doing we can judge the quality
of the materials from which inter
ventionist measures were made.

The Populist, or People's Party,
had only a relatively short period of
political activity. It was brought into
being by action in several states in

1890. It reach~d a peak of national
political activity in 1892, when its
presidential ¢andidate, General
James B. WeaiVer, received over a
million popular votes and 22 elec
toral votes. Its denouement came four
years later wh~n the Populists nom
inated the De~ocratic candidate,
William J enni

1
ngs Bryan, as their

presidential capdidate also. Its vig
orous political: activity, then, was
concentrated in a period ofsix years.

The People's !Party was an instru
ment mainly of the Farmer's Alli
ances, which ,were organized by
states and divided into Northern and
Southern feder$.tions. However, they
drew reformers and radicals from
many other organizations, or none,
into the Peopl~'s Party. For exam
ple, at the Topeka Convention in
1890, in which the People's Party was
organized, for lKansas anyway, the
delegates consi~ted of "forty-one AI
liancemen, tw~nty-eightKnights of
Labor, seven P~trons of Husbandry,
ten members 0f the Farmers' Mu
tual Benefit A!ssociation, and four
single-taxers."! To put it another
way, the Populists drew into their
ranks farmers with a bent for collec
tive action, statists who sought re
demption throlIgh government ac
tion, industrial i unionists, those with
some particular panacea for the ills
of the people, hQpeful politicians, and
discontented Qnes eager to blame
their ills on thdse in power.

While the Populists had a consid-
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erable variety of programs and pro
posals, what linked most of them
with one another was their belief in
a monetary solution to their main
problems. The Populists were mon
etarists. They held that the quantity
of money in circulation was vital and
crucial to general prosperity. It may
well be that John Maynard Keynes
devised the most complex and so
phisticated justification for govern
ment induced inflation, but infla
tionist panaceas were around long
before he was born. In the long per
spective of history, Keynes's theory
was just another set of wrinkles on
an idea already hoary with age.

An Early Monetarist

The earliest monetarist proposal
made in America, known to the
present writer, was the one by Ben
jamin Franklin in 1729. Pennsyl
vania had some paper currency at
the time, but Franklin argued that
if the amount of it were greatly in
creased it would facilitate trade and
contribute greatly to the prosperity
of the colony as well as the mother
country.2 Thus, his argument con
tained the gist of the notion that the
quantity of money in circulation is a
prime ingredient in prosperity.

However, .an historian of popu
lism traces the Populist idea from
an obscure writer of the 1840s, Ed
ward Kellogg. He had been in busi
ness in the 1830s but was ruined fol
lowing the Panic of 1837. Since

Jackson's Specie Circular had pre
cipitated that crisis, Kellogg con
cluded that fiat money would be the
solution to the problem. He set forth
his thesis in 1849 in a book with this
interesting title: Labor and Other
Capital: The Rights ofEach Secured
and the Wrongs ofBoth Eradicated.
Or, an exposition of the cause why
few are wealthy and many poor, and
the delineation of a system, which,
without infringing the rights of
property, will give to labor its just
reward.3 In short, if government
wouldjust cause enough paper money
to be issued everyone could be paid
the amount each ought to have.

Kellogg's ideas continued to be
spread after the Civil War, and were
eventually taken up to serve as the
basis of the Greenback-Labor Party.
In the meantime, of course, the pa
per money enthusiasts had been
stimulated by the Greenbacks is
sued by the government during the
Civil War. However, when these be
gan to be redeemed in gold and na
tional bank notes retired, when prices
began to fall, the monetarists began
to gain some popular following.

The Silverites

Two other things conspired to whip
up their energies. One was the "de
monetization of silver" in 1873-the
stopping of the minting of the silver
dollar-which went· unnoticed and
unchallenged at the time, but was
later taken up as a political cause
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and became known as "the Crime of
'73." The other development was the
discovery of large quantities of sil
ver in the West. Unlimited coinage
of silver became an inflationist cause
as well as that ofgetting the govern
ment to issue paper money. In these
matters, the People's Party was suc
cessor to the· Greenback-Labor Party
of an earlier decade.

At heart, however, the Populists
were not silverites. They were infla
tionists and, for the moment, unlim
ited coinage of silver would be infla
tionary, and they were for it. But
their true love was paper money,
made legal tender by government,
and issued in sufficient quantities to
raise prices and keep them high. In
our time, caught as we are in the
throes of inflation, their idyllic vi
sion of the possibilities of inflation
is unlikely to captivate most of us.
But it needs to be revisited, because
it underlay the inflationary thrust
which has brought us to our present
impasse.

The Populists tended to attribute
all economic ills to the shortage of
money. Here, for example, are the
ills which Sarah Emery attributed
to the demonetization of silver:
"Language fails in a description of
the blighting misery that desolated
the country. . . . From the demone
tization of silver, in 1873, to its re
monetization in 1878, may well be
called the dark days of the Republic.
Bankruptcies and financial disaster

brought in train their legitimate off
spring, and the atatistics of those and
the ensuing yefirs are voluminous
with the most ~tartling and loath
some crimes; mprder, insanity, sui
cide, divorce, dtunkenness, and all
forms of immorality and crime have
increased from ,that day to this in
the most appal~ing ratio."4 Appar
ently, contraction of the money sup
ply could be blamed for everything
except, possibly!, earache, chilblain,
and halitosis.

Not all Populists were so imagi
native as Mrs. Emery in the ills they
attributed to constriction of the
money supply, put they all agreed it
had drastic consequences. Ignatius
Donnelly had 3i character' in one of
his novels desctibe the impact this
way:

Take a child a few years old; let a
blacksmith weld around the waist an iron
band. At first it oauses him little incon
venience. He plays. As he grows older it
becomes tighter; tit causes him pain; he
scarcely knows what ails him. He still
grows. All his .internal organs are
cramped and displaced. He grows still
larger; he has th,e head, shoulders and
limbs of a man and the waist of a child.
He is a monstro~ity. He dies. This is a
picture of the world of today, bound in
the silly superstition of some prehistoric
nation. But this i is not all. Every de
crease in the quaQ.tity, actual or relative,
of gold and silveri increases the purchas
ing power of the dollars made out of them;
and the dollar becpmes the equivalent for
a larger amount (j)fthe labor of man and
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his productions. This makes the rich man
richer and the poor man poorer. The iron
band is displacing the organs of life. As
the dollar rises in value, man sinks. Hence
the decrease in wages; the increase in
the power of wealth; the luxury of the
few; the misery of the many.5

Such claims as these informed the
famous last sentence of William
Jennings Bryan's peroration to the
Keynote Address at the Democratic
Convention in 1896: "You shall not
press down upon the brow of labor
this crown of thorns, you shall not
crucify mankind upon a cross of
gold."6

An Ever-Normal Dollar

What Donnelly, and other Popu
lists, failed to point out, of course, is
that prices are the means by which
the supply of money is adjusted to
the supply of goods. There is no "iron
band" or "cross of gold" if prices are
free to fluctuate. It is true that long
term debts may be more difficult to
retire if the money supply is con
tracted, and that, if creditors could
get them paid off at face value, not
very probable, they might be consid
erably enriched. It is equally true
that if the money supply is in
creased, creditors may lose and
debtors gain. These are better argu
ments against long term indebted
ness, however, than for anything else,
so far as I can see.

If their more complex analysis is
to be taken seriously, what the Pop-

ulists apparently wanted was a dol
lar that did not fluctuate in value.
They were affronted by the notion
that a dollar might buy a bushel of
wheat one year, while fifty cents
might buy a like bushel the next
year. They wanted an "ever normal
dollar," so to speak. They did not
want prices, at least oflabor and farm
products, to fluctuate in the market.
We might suppose that they would
have advocated taking the most di
rect route to their goal, by way of
price controls, but the thought may
not have occurred to them.

Instead, they proposed a mone
tary solution. They particularized
their proposal in what is known as
"The Subtreasury Plan."7 This Plan
was devised especially to deal with
farm prices. The argument was made
that farm prices immediately fol
lowing harvests are likely to be at
the lowest point during the year.
What farmers needed, they rea
soned, was some means of holding
on to their crops until prices would
rise. Governments must intervene,
they argued, to make this possible.
Local governments should donate the
land and build the structures for
storing the crops. The United States
government should then intervene
by lending up to 80% of the current
value of the crops to the farmers. The
money lent would be created by is
suing paper money which the gov
ernment would declare to be legal
tender. Somehow, this paper money
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would be secured by warehouse re
ceipts which would have to be re
deemed within a twelve month pe
riod. (How all this would work out is
by no means clearly set forth in the
Plan.) Populists claimed that this
would make plenty of money avail
able when the crops were harvested,
and that the amount of money would
be reduced in the course of the year
as it was used to buy the crops.

Whether the Plan would have
worked as billed need not concern
us. Probably not, but the important
point about it was that it tied an in
flationary scheme to the agricul
tural situation, helping to sell many
farmers on inflation. But however
vigorously some of the Populists
might push the Subtreasury Plan, it
was government induced inflation
they were selling in the final analy
sis. And inflation would cure the ills
of mankind.

If there were only an interna
tional paper money, Ignatius Don
nelly said, "The world, released from
its iron band, would leap forward to
marvelous prosperity; there would be
no financial panics, for there would
be no contraction; there would be no
more torpid 'middle ages,' dead for
lack of currency, for the money of a
nation would expand, pari passu, side
by side with the growth of its popu
lation. There would be no limit to
the development of mankind, save
the capacities of the planet; and even
these, through the skill ofman could

be increased a thousand-fold beyond
what our ancestors dreamed of. The
very seas and lakes, judiciously
farmed, would Isupport more people
than the earth now maintains. A
million fish ova now go to waste
where one grows to maturity."8 A
bountiful paper money would appar
ently change ali that.

Call for Interve.,tion

But the Populists had more than
one string to thtHr bow. Most of them
were monetarists, at least the lead
ers were, but t\here was something
broader than that impelling them
onward. Many historians have
treated the Poptulist movement as if
it were simply the offspring of agri
cultural (and perhaps, industrial
worker) discontent. Discontent there
undoubtedly was, but it only pro
vided the fertile ground for the sow
ing of an idea, not the idea itself.

The Populist i leaders were under
the sway of an idea. The idea, when
its trappings are removed, is this:
That if government will only inter
vene in the economy on the side of
"the people," i.e,., farmers and indus
trial workers, it can cure the ills be
setting mankind. As Donnelly put
it, "We have but to expand the pow
ers of government to solve the
enigma of the world.... There was
a time when ev~ry man provided, at
great cost, for tHe carriage of his own
letters. Now the government ...
takes the business off his hands.
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There was a time when each house
had to provide itself with water. Now
the municipality furnishes water to
all.... These hints must be followed
out. The city of the future must fur
nish doctors for all; lawyers for all;
entertainment for all; business
guidance for all. It will see to it that
no man is plundered, and no man
starved who is willing to work."9

Jacob S. Coxey, leader of "Coxey's
Army" in 1894, declared, in a speech
written to be delivered to Congress,
but never delivered: "We are here to
petition for legislation which will
furnish employment for every man
able and willing to work; for .legis
lation which will bring universal
prosperity.... We have cometo the
only source which is competent to
aid the people in their day of dire
distress."lo Lorenzo Dow Lewelling
said, "I claim it is the business· of
Government to make it possible for
me to live and sustain the life of my
family."ll

Some contemporary critics saw the
socialist animus behind the move
ment. A contemporary historian
pointed out that "Populists may
claim, as many of them do, that they
are not socialists, and that they are
opposed to socialism; the fact re
mains that their attitude is social
istic. Their demands for government
interference for the correction ofevils
are socialistic. They believe that
government can do better for indi
viduals, in many cases, than the in-

dividuals can do for themselves.
Furthermore, their proposals are the
very ones advocated by socialists."12

Signs of Socialism

After the Democrats had adopted
a Populist leaning platform in 1896,
Archbishop John Ireland of Minne
sota deplored the "spirit of socialism
that permeatesthe whole movement
which has issued from the conven
tion at Chicago. "13 The Catholic
bishop of Omaha denied that he
called Populists anarchists. "But I
did say," he declared, "and I now say,
that Populists, Anarchists, and
Communists must not be permitted
to destroy the financial credit of our
country."14

Most Populists·did not, of course,
avow their socialism. Henry Dema
rest Lloyd, who was both a Populist
and an avowed socialist, expressed
his irritation about the refusal of
others to admit it in a letter to Ed
ward Bellamy in 1896. "The move
ment we are in," he said, "is Inter
national Socialism.... Why not
recognize it and say SO."15 Bellamy's
utopian novel, Looking Backward,
published in 1888, had such an im
pact that one observer at the Popu
list Convention in 1892 declared that
readers of his book "were the brains
of the convention."16 But the clubs
formed to spread the word from Bel
lamy were called Nationalist Clubs.

There can be little doubt that Pop
ulists were collectivists. It comes
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through rather clearly in the lan
guage that they employed, even if
their intent to use government for
their ends be set,aside. In a speech
in 1894, Lorenzo Dow Lewelling said:

We have come here today pleading for
truth against error. Men are nothing in
a great contest of the people like this. It
matters not who is the leader so that all
the people stand together united for the
great principles of humanity.17

James B. Weaver, Populist presi
dential candidate in 1892, made his
collectivist position clear enough,
when he said: "Capital possesses one
thing which labor does not-ready
cash. They will not hesitate to make
the best possible use of it. But labor
possesses that which capital does
not-numbers. They should be made
effective."18

A Class Struggle

There can be no doubt that the Pop
ulist programs were advanced in the
most blatant class terms. The strug
gle for which they girded them
selves was of the masses with the
classes, or as Populists were most apt
to characterize it, "the people"
against "the interests." A hundred
examples could be given, but this
excerpt from a speech by Mary E.
Lease in 1890 will have to suffice to
give the flavor of so many others:

Wall Street owns the country. It is no
longer a government of the people, by the
people and for the people, but a govern
ment of Wall Street, by Wall Street and

for Wall Street. The great common peo
ple of this countrtr are slaves, and mo
nopoly is the master. The West and South
are bound and prostrate before the man
ufacturing East.. i•• Kansas suffers from
two great robbers,] the Santa Fe Railroad
and the loan cOII)panies. The common
people are robbed to enrich their
masters.... There are thirty men in the
United States whose aggregate wealth is
over one and one-half billion dollars.
There are half a million looking for
work.... We want money, ·land and
transportation. We want the abolition of
the National Banks, and we want the
power to make loans direct from the gov
ernment. We want the accursed foreclo
sure system wiped! out.... The people are
at bay, let the bloqdhounds ofmoney who
have dogged us t~us far beware.19

But the best evidence of Populist's
beliefs is in the various platforms
that they drew.' That they were for
government intervention, that they
tended to favor! government owner
ship, and that they were monetar
ists, comes out in every one of them.
One peculiarity ,of their platforms is
worth noting. They were given to
prefacing their planks with the
phrase, "We demand." This phrase
occurs in the !Farmer's Alliance
platforms which antedate the for
mation ofthe Pepple's Party and may
well have been a"relic" carried over
when they org~nized politically. At
any rate, the People's Party plat
form of 1892 is ~he penultimate one,
and these excerpts from it recapitu
late the substance of their demands.
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The 1892 platform was largely the
work of Ignatius Donnelly of Min
nesota. It read, in part:

We demand a national currency, safe,
sound, and flexible, issued by the general
government only, a full legal tender for
all debts, public and private, and that
without the use of banking corporations,
a just, equitable, and efficient means of
distribution direct to the people.

1. We demand free and unlimited
coinage of silver and gold at the present
legal ratio of 16 to 1.

2. We demand that the amount of the
circulating medium be speedily in
creased to not less than $50 per capita.

3. We demand a graduated income tax.
4. We believe that the money of the

country should be kept as much as pos
sible in the hands of the people, and hence
we demand that all State and national
revenues shall be limited to the neces
sary expenses of the government, eco
nomically and honestly administered.

5. We demand that postal savings
banks be established by the government
for the safe deposit of the earnings of the
people and to facilitate exchange.

Transportation being a means of ex
change and a public necessity, the gov
ernment should own and operate the
railroads in the interest of the people.
The telegraph, telephone, like the post
office system, being a necessity for the
transmission of news, should be owned
and operated by the government in the
interest of the people.

The land, including all the natural re
sources of wealth, is the heritage of the
people, and should not be monopolized
for speculative purposes.... All land now
held by railroads and other corporations

in excess of their actual needs ... should
be reclaimed by the government and held
for actual settlers only.20

The Populists also expressed "sen
timents" in favor of such measures
to make the government more pop
ular as the secret ballot, the direct
election of Senators, restriction of
Presidents to a single term, and the
use of the initiative and referendum
to obtain legislation. For organized
labor, they favored shorter hours,
immigration restriction, more strin
gent enforcement of restrictions on
contract labor, abolition of the Pink
erton detective system, and, for fla
vor' "we condemn the recent inva
sion of the Territory of Wyoming by
the hired assassins ofplutocracy, as
sisted by Federal officers."

Related Activities

It would be an exaggeration, of
course, to attribute all the programs
since enacted which bear some re
semblance to theirs to the Populist
impetus. After all, most of the ideas
that the Populists advanced did not
originate with them. Moreover, the
Populists themselves were never able
to enact into law a single program
of theirs on a national scale. Even
so, they did give impetus to a sur
prising number of ideas which have
since been articulated in one way or
another into the framework of gov
ernment activity and intervention.
To see this, it helps to focus on the
goals of their programs rather than
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sticking too closely to the specifics of
their recommendations.

Take their monetary program, for
example. Neither the Populists, nor
the Democratic silverites ever man
aged to get free coinage of silver. But
it would be a mistake to suppose that
was anywhere near the ultimate
goal. In the first place, they wanted
to get off the gold standard. In the
early and mid-1890s, free coinage of
silver would have accomplished that
in short order. This was well illus
trated by the ill-fated Sherman Sil
ver Purchase Act of 1890.

While this act did not provide for
"free coinage," it did authorize large
scale purchase of silver by the Trea
sury, and the certificates issued for
it were redeemable in either gold or
silver. Since gold was undervalued
at the prevailing ratio, a run on gold
was precipitated, and a money panic
ensued. The Cleveland Administra
tion was only able to meet its gold
obligations by extensive gold pur
chases and, ultimately, by getting the
Sherman Act repealed. Free, coinage
at a ratio of 16:1 would have driven
gold out of circulation quickly and
decisively.

But silverism was only a tactic for
the Populists. What they sought was
to be rid of gold so as to have a flex
ible paper money system under the
control of the government. Almost
everything they sought has long
since been achieved. The movement
toward a flexible currency bore fruit

first in the Aldttich-Vreeland Act in
1908, but that was shortly su
perseded by the much more thor
ough Federal Reserve System. Gold
has long since i ceased to be legal
tender and been replaced by paper
money. On one! point, the Populist
goal was appar~ntly thwarted, that
of the abolition of the national banks.
But regulation i and control has ef
fectively brougJ;1t them under gov
ernment power. The Populists did not
envision the po~sibilitiesof govern
ment regulatio~,and, in that sense,
they were not precursors of a major
species of government intervention.

Programs Enac~ed

Many other ideas advanced by the
Populists have~sobeen enacted. The
graduated incQme tax has been a
fixture since the early twentieth
century. A Postnl Savings Bank was
inaugurated. Direct election of Sen
ators became the law of the land. An
8-hour work day and a favorable cli
mate for labor unions became gov
ernment policy. 'The government has
not generally t~ken over by owner
ship the means of transportation and
communication~but it has achieved
much the same end by regulation.
Land has not been directly appropri
ated by government on a class basis
from corporations, but the Federal
government is today reckoned to be
the largest lan~owner in the world
outside Comm~nist countries, and
the power of eminent domain is now
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exercised to take private property
from some who are not using it in an
approved fashion to turn it over to
others. Even Ignatius Donnelly's vi
sion of government paying legal and
medical bills is now being realized
in such programs as the Public De
fender system and Medicaid.

Equally, or more, important there
is a residue of ideas from populism
which is still very much alive. There
is the notion that government should
intervene on behalf of farmers, in
dustrial workers, and the poor. There
is the belief in monetarism and the
associated quantity of money the
ory. And, above all, the idea that
wealth and corporate power are a
menace to the Republic is so much
alive today that it is more apt to be
heard on Madison Avenue than from
the stump in Kansas.

In short, relics of populism abound
today. Occasionally, one of them is
decently interred. Crop loan pro
grams, for example, have been
largely abandoned. That financial
dinosaur, the Postal Savings Bank,
has finally been phased out. But for
the most part, the relics of populism
are still very much with us. The de
predations ofinflation are now worse
than ever. The graduated income tax
is an almost immovable fixture.
Corporate earnings are subject to
virtually confiscatory taxation. La
bor unions have grown increasingly
strong among government employ
ees themselves.

But there is much more to the story
of the relics of intervention than the
early advancement of program.~ and
ideas by Populists. Those had to be
come law, and many other interven
tions were advanced. These, too, need
to be examined. I

Next: Progressivism.
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Earl P. Holt III

FREEDOM
and

"SOCIAL-DEMOCRACY"

AMONG certain circles in Western
Europe and the United States eco
nomic freedom is commonly per
ceived as less morally elevated than
other freedoms because it manifests
in the "vulgar" pursuits of capital
ism. Since economic freedom is pre
sumed distinct from freedom broadly
defined, the conclusion generally
follows that it may be safely subor
dinated to "loftier" social objectives
without imperiling traditional dem
ocratic liberties.

This sentiment rather faithfully
captures the prevailing attitude
among those who bear the self-des
ignation "social-democrat." By jux
taposing its two terms, advocates of
social~democracy suggest a poten
tial compatibility between the two
systems, and persist in resurrecting
the myth of a "humane" socialism in
which civil and political liberties
might flourish.

Mr. Holt is an associate editor of the Missouri Con
servative Union's Front Une and a contributor to New
Guard and Human Ellents.

In truth, however, social-democ
racy is predicated on false assump
tions which ignpre a profoundly sig
nificant principle governing the
relationship between man and state:
Because activities deemed "eco
nomic" bear on,practically every as-r
pect of civil and politicalliberties,a
nation's commitment to economic
freedom is par*mount in determin
ing both the quality and depth of its
other freedomsJ

Indeed, it has been as a result of
this indivisibility of economic from
other freedoms that British and
American flirtations with social-de
mocracy have' precipitated signifi
cant erosions of civil and political
liberties withill these two countries.

Whatever social-democracy's al
leged rationale-whether redistri
bution or "socialaccountability"-its
considerable powers are rarely used
for such ideali~tic ends. Instead, its
common experience has been to bra
zenly consolidate the control of those
in office by.granting special privi-

207
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leges to the relatively powerful ele
ments of society, in exchange for the
latter's electoral support.

Privileges for Labor in U.S.
and Britain

Organized labor represents a large,
powerful and well-financed constit
uency, and for that reason has been
a traditional beneficiary of this pro
cess in the U.S. and Britain. This
relationship was described by Nobel
laureate Friedrich Hayek in his
masterful treatise on collectivism,
The Road to Serfdom:

So long as the socialist movement in a
country is closely bound up with the in
terests of a particular group, usually the
more highly skilled industrial workers,
the problem of creating a common view
on the desirable status of the different
members of society is comparatively sim
ple. The movement is immediately con
cerned with the status of one particular
group, and its aim is to raise that status
relative to other groups.!

Yet, as the U.S. has learned from
its experience with "affirmative-ac
tion" and racial quotas, elevating the
fortunes of certain privileged groups
through government is accom
plished only by trampling the rights,
immunities and well-being of others
not so favored.

Reflective of organized labor's
special position in the U.S. is the so
called "Davis-Bacon Act," whose
primary effect is to qlandate that
union wages be paid employees en-

gaged in public works projects even
partially benefiting from federal
funding. 2 This unquestionably sup
presses competition by smaller, non
union construction firms which are
less able to absorb such exorbitant
labor costs; and in turn, shifts this
work to unionized construction
workers whose bargaining power is
"strengthened substantially."3

Similarly, U.S. minimum wage
legislation is now widely recognized
as a major contributor to the har
rowing unemployment rate of un
skilled (thus politically powerless)
minority teenagers.4 This result is
attributable to its establishment of
a wage "floor" greater than the value
of the unskilled labor it ostensibly
protects, causing employers to layoff
or never hire many unskilled work
ers.

Despite its consequences, efforts at
its repeal are invariably scuttled by
the AFL-CIO and its minions in
Congress, even though the AFL
CIO's members command far more
than the federal minimum wage dic
tates and would appear to be unaf
fected by it. In light of truly over
whelming evidence of its sinister
effect on minority employment, many
economists such as UCLA's Jack
Hirshleifer have become quite cyni
cal when hypothesizing the reason
for our retaining the minimum wage:

The most significant political pressure
for higher minimum wages seems to come
from organized labor, in particular, the
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AFL-CIO.... A higher minimum wage
raises the cost of unskilled relative to
skilled workers. The consequence is to
induce firms to employ fewer of the un
skilled workers, raising demand for the
skilled workers represented by the AFL
CIO.5

As a corollary to the above, social
democracy's granting of special sta
tus to privileged groups greatly en
hances the power of those interest
groups, and-as in the case of Brit
ain's trade unions--often enables the
latter to frustrate the express will of
the electorate.

British Trade Unions

Passage of the Trade Disputes Act
of 1906 accorded British trade unions
"a position of legal privilege that is
without parallel in any other coun··
try,"6 by granting them immunity
from tortuous actions in all British
courts. The Act thus cancelled what
few checks there are to union power
by prohibiting their prosecution for
restraint of trade, conspiracy, and
many of the various practices con
stituting "intimidation" of non·
striking workers.7

Anyone familiar with modern
Britain cannot fail to observe that
as a result of their privileged status,
trade unions have grown so power·
ful they are now able to paralyze the
gasping British economy, as they so
successfully confirmed with massive
and widespread strikes in 1978.

Paradoxically, British publi(~

opinion clearly favors legal restric
tions on tradel unions. According to
internationally-respected journalist
Robert Moss of the London Daily
Telegraph, a series of public opinion
polls conducted since 1958 have con
sistently indicated majority support
for even such harsh measures as
banning all strikes.8

During its!brief lifetime, more
over, opinion polls also demon
strated majori~y support for the 1971
Industrial Relations Act; the only
post-war legi~lative effort to re
strain trade -q.nion power, and one
consisting primarily of numerous
restrictions on the ability of unions
to strike.9 The! Act was nevertheless
repealed in 1974 after intense pres
suring of the ~ewly-electedLabour
government by British trade unions.

Majority opposition to union power
was again demonstrated in the
mandate of the 1978 national elec
tions, which brought Mrs. Thatcher
and the Tories to power amidst pub
lic outrage ov~rLabour's inability to
stem a crippling nationwide strike.
But even here imajority will has been
thwarted by the entrenched power
of unions, whose strike-threat
weapon and im~unity from civil
sanctions seem quite literally to ex
empt them fro:m political reform.

Recognizing that privileged sta
tus, once granted, can neither be tol
erated nor so easily revoked in a de
mocracy, American economist Henry
C. Simons once remarked of the
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frightening position of British labor:
"... government, long hostile to other
monopolies, suddenly sponsored and
promoted widespread labour monop
olies, which democracy cannot en
dure, cannot control without· de
stroying, and perhaps cannot destroy
without destroying itself."lo

Discriminatory Harassment

The power of social-democracies to
outlaw "economic" behavior must
necessarily include the additional
authority to attach sanctions for lack
of compliance; which, themselves,
have profound and direct conse
quences for individual liberties.

In his classic Capitalism and
Freedom, Nobel laureate Milton
Friedman mentions the plight of a
California retailer, imprisoned for
selling "Alka-Seltzer" below its price
established under so-called "fair
trade laws."ll

Consider also the more recent· case
of the· Boston service-station owner
who, in February of 1980, was sen
tenced to one month in jail and fined
$9,450 for selling his legally-pur
chased gasoline to willing cus
tomers, but at prices above the fed
eral ceiling price then in effect. As
The Wall Street Journal pointedly
commented, he was convicted ofwhat
Soviet·authorities call an "economic
crime."12

The unfortunate service-station
owner's real offense was his misfor
tune to be part of an industry that

federal officials periodically find a
convenient scapegoat for the gov
ernment's own ineptitude in man
aging energy. This suggests another
consideration.

If reasonable and traditionally le
gitimate economic activities have no
immunity from arbitrary whims of
the state, no safeguard exists to pre
vent the discriminatory harassment
or ruination of unpopular industries
by shamelessly demagogic politi
cians promoting purely political ends.
Certainly the misnamed "windfall
profits" tax, the steel industry's ex
perience with price "jaw-boning," and
the tribulations of the nuclear power
industry suggest this very real
threat.

Similarly, when dissolving eco
nomic freedom and destroying prop
erty rights becomes a legitimate
function of government, the state's
power is dramatically enhanced,
greatly expanding its opportunities
to indulge in coercion and intimida
tion against private individuals who
are critical of or oppose the political
agenda of those in power.

To wit, it was reported in the Oc
tober 31, 1977 edition of U.S. News
& World Report that Energy Secre
tary James· Schlesinger threatened
oil industry officials with more reg
ulation or divestiture if they didn't
publicly support the Carter Admin
istration's controversial "windfall
profits" tax.

Likewise, Internal Revenue Ser-
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vice Commissioner Jerome Kurtz
threatened private schools with re
vocation of their tax-exempt status
if they did not conform to IRS
schemes involving racial quotas. 13

The "chilling" of freedom-of-speech
and freedom-of-association reflected
in the above two examples would
seem to be self-evident.

The Expanding Public Sector

Opportunities afforded by a
healthy private economy also pro
vide refuge and immunity from gov
ernmental caprice for individuals
whose political party, life-style,
viewpoint or values happen to of
fend (or differ from) those in power.

On the other hand, however, a de
finitive characteristic of social-de
mocracy is its "creeping" conversion
of private sector into public sector.
Conveniently overlooked by those
who anxiously ascribe to it benign
consequences, is that at some point
in this process, individual freedonl
of-choice becomes effectively pre
empted by government actions inl
pinging on the private sector.

This creeping conversion of pri
vate sector into public eventually
diminishes the range of private
choice available, and by thus erod
ing private sector alternatives, ulti
mately facilitates the imposition of
state control over hapless individu
als left without recourse: In The Road
to Serfdom, Professor Hayek eluci
dated this principle as well:

We can unfortunately not indefinitely
extend the sphere of common action and
still leave the individual free in his own
sphere. Once the communal sector in
which the state controls all the means,
exceeds a certain proportion of the whole.
... the effects of its decisions on the re
maining part of the economic system be
come so great that indirectly it controls
almost everytqing.... There is, then,
scarcely an inqividual end which is not
dependent for i~s achievement on the ac
tion of the stat,.14

Possibly the most frightening il
lustration of! this eventuality in
volved Winston Churchill's unsuc
cessful efforts between 1933 and the
beginning of iWorld War II to warn
the British people of the imminent
danger pose~ by Nazi-Germany's
massive peacetime military build-up.

Although a member of Parlia
ment and a former cabinet minister,
Churchill was prevented from ad
dressing the p.ation over British ra
dio because his jaundiced view of
Hitler clashed with the Chamber
lain government's official policy of
appeasementl His government was
able to thwart Churchill's timely
warnings (and freedom-of-speech)
precisely bec(Luse British radio was
a government-controlled monopoly
administered! by the British Broad
casting Corporation, which permit
ted no privat~ competition.15

The process by which U.S. federal
courts have realized their current
dominion ov~r public education fur
ther vindicates Professor Hayek's
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foresight; albeit, in a more complex
manner than Mr. Churchill's expe
rience reflects.

The Education Monopoly

Through their respective fiscal
powers over the past several dec
ades, federal, state and local govern
ments have successfully diverted
enormous amounts of resources to
public education from private
sources. Since public education is, in
this manner, financed by non-re
fundable tax revenues rather than
tuition fees, taxpayers are com
pelled to finance public education
whether or not their children ac
tually attend public schools.

This anomaly sharply reduces the
range of available educational op
tions for most parents, since few can
afford the luxury of private tuition
on top of a steadily mounting tax
burden that already includes the $80
billion or so annually earmarked for

,public education. Hence, a large ma
jority of parents have no alternative
but to educate their children through
what is, in effect, a public education
monopoly.

But public functions involve gov
ernment control and interference. As
a result, unelected federal judges
routinely seize control of public
school districts from their democrat
ically elected local school boards and,
with impunity, make a mockery of
J efferson's "consent of the gov
erned" by imposing onerous forced-

busing requirements consistently
opposed by 80 per cent of the Amer
ican people.

Moreover, the informal check that
traditionally accompanies private
sector functions-Le., the public's
ability to withdraw its patronage and
take it elsewhere-has simply been
foreclosed by government's role as
sponsor of the public education mo
nopoly. In the final analysis, parents
of public school students are a "cap
tive audience" who have lost the
freedom to decide even such basic
matters as whether their children
will attend neighborhood schools, or
be bused across town at the whim of
judicial social engineers.

Finally, economic freedom plays an
important role in the exercise of lib
eral democratic procedure, and its
erosion portends harm for certain
aspects of the American political
process.

One of the hallmarks of liberal de
mocracy is its provision of a formal
institutional framework for political
opposition, without which elections
become merely pro forma. It is
therefore disquieting that recent re
strictions on campaign expenditures
pose a threat to the vitality of polit
ical campaigns by opposition candi
dates.

That is, the greatest challenge
facing non-incumbent presidential
candidates lies in their ability to
achieve sufficient media exposure to
mount an effective challenge. Often
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this is accomplished only by spend
ing far greater amounts than an in
cumbent President, who enjoys the
considerable advantage of free na
tional exposure as an appurtenance
of holding office.

Hence, to the extent that the ex
penditure limits imposed by the
Election Campaign Act of 1974 serve
to reinforce an incumbent Presi
dent's already substantial advan
tage over challengers, they make
political opposition just that much
more difficult for any candidate
whose party is out of power.

The Election Campaign Act also
limits political campaign contribu
tions by corporations and private in
dividuals. Its chilling of First
Amendment rights notwithstand
ing, the law contributes even fur
ther to the already substantial bur
den borne by challengers for publi.c
office.

Again, challengers must often
outspend the incumbent by a sub
stantial margin just to achieve equal
name recognition. Any law limiting
the size of individual contributions
must, on the margin, work to reduce
a challenger's opportunity to raise
sufficient funds to compete ade
quately against the advantages of
incumbency.

Clearly, economic freedom is more
than merely a function of material
wel~-being, it is an essential prereq
uisite for the realization and enjoy
ment of practically every aspect of

democratic liberties. For a govern
ment to interfere with so fundamen
tal a freedom-as "social-democra
cies" unquestionably do-is for it to
simultaneously undermine a broader
range offreedbms which it is the very
purpose of democracies to protect.
"Social-democracy" is, therefore, a
contradiction!in terms. i
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Gary North

Scalping and Envy

"Scalpers." What a terrible-sound
ing word. It almost rivals "scab." In
each case, the detractors have sin
gled out an important function in a
free market society. The "scab" is
anyone who is willing to work for a
businessman for less than a labor
union member is willing to accept.
A "scalper" is anyone who wants to
bear the uncertainties of the market
for entertainment tickets.

Every so often, especially the night
of the regional "big game," we see a
television interview on the evening
news. The interviewer goes to the
scene of the Big Event and starts
asking people about ticket avail
ability. Invariably, he approaches
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someone who complains about "all
the scalpers who are ripping off the
public." Once in a while, he may even
get a "scalper" to discuss his busi
ness.

Another less familiar aspect of the
scalping business also gets reported
occasionally. The "patriotic" radio
news commentator announces with
glee that at the Detroit appearance
ofThe Rolling Stones, scalpers could
not sell all their tickets and had to
take less than they had paid for them.
Or: local T.V. announcer interviews
scalpers; finds tickets "going beg
ging." Big news. Man bites dog.
Market bites scalpers. Justice reigns.
The bad guys finished last.

Why the hostility to scalpers?
What is it about scalpers that makes
people so angry? Why is "buying low
and selling high" so reprehensible
when amusement tickets are con-
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cerned? After all, we are not talking
about life and death. We are talking
about "State vs. Tech." We are talk··
ing about the price of having one's
ear drums blown out at a rock con··
cert.

Bad Vibrations

The Los Angeles Times published
a series on ticket scalping in April
of 1976. The introductory para··
graphs of the April 8 article reveal
the general attitude toward scalping
("Hard Day's Night at the Box Of··
fice"):

There wasn't a single advertisement
preceding the recent sale of tickets for
Paul McCartney and Wings' two upcom..
ing Los Angeles concerts, but some 1,500
people were in line when the Forum's box
office opened. And while only brief items
in that day's newspapers announced tht~

sale, every seat in the 18,500-seat arena
was gone in less than five hours.

Box-office smashes like that may makt~

a lot of people associated with the com··
ing McCartney tour happy, but they makt~

a lot of other people quite angry. So many
fans are competing for so few spots to
major rock concerts that selling tickets
on a first-come, first-served basis is no
easy task. Instead, determining just who's
first and serving him or her has become
a complicated and controversial affair.

Concertgoers, backed by legislators and
law-enforcement officials, are concerned
about how tickets are sold and, often, re,·
sold. Some complain, for example, that
by the time they hear that tickets arE~

going on sale, the event is sold out. Oth
ers complain of waiting in line all night

or longer to wind up with only fair seats.
And nobody likes it when $9 or $10 prime
tickets for sold-dut concerts emerge at li
censed ticket brolkers for $20, $30 or more.

Let us examine some ofthe details
of this critical ianalysis. (The author
went on to con~ider in greater detail
the actual sales of tickets in Los An
geles, so the ~rticle was not totally
hostile to "sca~ping.")

First, Mr. M1cCartney and the pro
moters were ~isplaying eminently
good sense in !not spending a small
fortune on advertising when word
of-mouth advertising was sufficient.
They could b(~.nk on his fame as a
former Beatle Ito draw the crowds to
the Forum. :Noone would suggest
that it would liavebeen wise for him
to spend mon~y to jam up the box
office with extira thousands of ticket
buyers who w~re bound to be disap
pointed.

The fact is,. at least 1,500 people
had heard in itime to take steps to
insure their ~resence at the Great
Event. Or at least, they insured the
legal right to ~ttend; if they decided
to sell this pIjoperty right to some
one else, then that legal title was
transferred. E~ch ticket was a prop
erty right to a ~eat at the Forum.

It was true that "so many fans are
competing for so few spots," that
selling ticket~ on a "first come, first
served basis i~ no easy task." From
one viewpoin~, it is also no sensible
task. Why selljtickets that way? Why
not hold an auction?
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Competition
No one wants to suggest that the

fans are in competition with Mr.
McCartney. Mr. McCartney is the
seller of his services. He no doubt
delegated the task of selling legal
access to his performance to other
profit-seeking entrepreneurs, who
guaranteed him and Wings a spe
cific price, plus (perhaps) a percent
age of the gate. But the public does
not perceive the initial seller as a
competitor with the public. The pub
lic sees the fans as competing against
each other.

This is the proper perception.
Sellers compete against sellers. Mr.
McCartney was not, I feel certain,
the only performer scheduled to ap
pear in Los Angeles that night, or
that week, or whatever period oftime
that affected the spending prefer
ences of amusement-seekers in
Southern California. Likewise, buy
ers compete against buyers. All those
fans lining up in single file were ac
knowledging the reality of the com
petition. The seller (Mr. McCartney)
was not in competition with buyers
(fans).

Concertgoers may well be con
cerned with how the tickets are sold
and resold. But why should legisla
tors be concerned? No doubt, some
people did complain that by the time
they heard about the concert, it was
sold out. Information is not a zero
price commodity. It travels along pe
culiar paths. No doubt others did

complain about standing in line all
night and only receiving mediocre
seats. Mr. McCartney is a popular
fellow. Is this blameworthy?

Complaints About Price

What people were complaining
about was this: at zero price, not all
those who wished to see Mr. Mc
Cartney perform in a public audito
rium could squeeze into the audito
rium. But they did not want to admit
this openly. So they complained
about the price. Some complained by
not attending. Others complained
about having spent (the proper word)
so much time waiting in line. They
forfeited time, plus a few dollars, and
got second-rate seats. Problem: there
were not enough first-rate seats to
go around. Any seat was a good seat
in the eyes of those who wanted to
go but who chose not to stand in line,
and who then paid scalpers a higher
price.

True, nobody likes to pay $30 for
a $9 ticket. But, then again, nobody
who is willing to pay $30 for a $9
ticket is happy when nobody will sell
him the $9 ticket for $9. What is it
that people like least? Paying $30 or
missing the concert?

Why organize sales of tickets on a
"first come, first served" basis? Why
not organize sales some other way?
The article showed how devious the
distribution was. Thousands of tick
ets are set aside in the entertain
ment industry for friends of pro-
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moters, or disc jockeys, or others
connected to the industry. The pub
lic is not aware of these sales (for the
tickets eventually get sold, says the
reporter). The public may know that
college athletes at major universi
ties are paid off in tickets each week,
which are sold for cash, but that's
only "innocent graft." Besides, they
go to cheer these athletes, so who
cares if athletes get a piece of the
action? The seller, in this case, is the
performer, and for some reason, no
body ever regards the seller as a.n
enemy of the attendee, when sports
or entertainment is the market in
question.

Boxing has ringside seats. Sports
teams have "season tickets," where
rich people, or entrepreneurial fans
who expect a losing team to start
winning next season, can "stake their
claim" to the "mother lode," namely,
the best seats in the house. The pub
lic expects the best seats to be taken
by others. The yelling starts when
the second-best seats go on sale.
(Note: the wealthy buyers are not
envied-social distance.)

The Risk Factor

How are competitors channeled?
How do profit-seeking entrepre
neurs get the best return on their
investments? By buying low and
selling high. By seeing a factor of
production which is presently being
underbid in the producer goods mar
ket, buying it at this low price, and

then selling later into an enthusias
tic final matket. But there is risk
involved (more properly, unpredict
able uncertainty). No one can be sure
that the crowd will show up. In the
case of rock eoncerts, no one can be
sure that the, entertainers will show
up. People bear uncertainty. They
pay their mOlley and they take their
choice. Peopl¢ buy low, hoping to sell
high. There are no guarantees.

Why not c~arge $30 at the box of
fice for those' seats that everyone is
willing to pay $30 for? Why sell $30
seats for $9? After all, in the final
analysis, they were not $9 seats; they
were $30 seats. They were $30 seats
that sold for $9 originally, just as
much as the~were $9 seats that sold
for $30 finally. Somewhere in be
tween "originally" and "finally,"
there was a Ibt of uncertainty.

"In the final analysis": what a
loaded phrase. In the final analysis,
meaning the night of the perfor
mance, there was more demand for
$9 tickets than supply of $9 tickets.
So tickets traded at prices higher
than $9. There were more buyers at
$9 than sell¢rs at $9. Buyers were
competing against buyers the night
of the perfonpance. There was, how
ever, one difference: the competing
buyers were' no longer standing in
line to buy. :They had entered the
quiet auction market for tickets. (It
had to be quiet, since it was offi
cially illegal.') Cash had replaced the
line.
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Lining Up
There is some peculiar mystique

about forming a line. All over the
world, people dutifully line up. They
line up in grade school, they line up
at the Post Office, they line up to
buy tickets. They certainly line up
to spend ration coupons in socialist
nations. In fact, a balloonist who lost
his way in Europe could find out
whether he was over a socialist na
tion or a free nation simply by look
ing down and checking the length
and number of lines. People also line
up to get out of socialist nations, in
order to escape into nations that
substitute other forms of economic
competition. We line up when some
one is charging below-market prices.!

The concertgoers, on the night of
the Great Event, know that all tick
ets are sold out. There is no reason
to stand in line any longer. So they
substitute a different form of eco
nomic competition. They offer $30 for
$9 tickets, meaning tickets bought
for $9 before the Great Event had
sold out. These were tickets that cost
$9 plus 15 hours in line. They were
"$9 and 15-hour" tickets. They were
"word of mouth information before
the crowd shows up" tickets. Now
demand at $9 is much higher.

For most people, $30 is a lot less
expensive than 15 hours in a line
overnight. Whose time is worth un
der $2 an hour ($30, minus $9 = $21
for 15 hours)? Those who value their
time more than they value $30 can

exercise their preference in a vol
untary transaction. Why do legisla
tors try to ban such transactions?
Why do voters demand that legisla
tors pass laws against scalpers? Why
is it considered legitimate to spend
hours to buy a ticket, but not to spend
money above the listed purchase
price? Why are initial sellers the
friends of the public, and secondary
sellers the enemies of the public
welfare? IfMr. McCartney is not the
public's enemy, and the box office is
not, then why is the scalper seen as
the public's enemy?

Motivated by Envy

I will offer my suggestion: Be
cause we are a nation of incipient
socialists who are motivated by envy.
We want those who are close to us
socially and economically, and who
prosper (perhaps) temporarily, to be
deprived of their benefits. This has
been pointed out by sociologist Hel
mut Schoeck, in his brilliant book,
Envy.

... envy is not directly proportional to
the absolute value ofwhat is coveted, but
very often concentrates upon absurd tri
fles to such a degree that, in some situa
tions, the best means ofprotection against
the envy of neighbour, colleague or voter
is to drive, say, a Rolls-Royce instead of
a car only slightly better than his, or, if
Brighton is his resort, to choose a world
cruise rather than a holiday in Sicily. In
other words, overwhelming and astound
ing inequality, especially when it has an
element of the unattainable, arouses far
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less envy [than] minimal inequality,
which inevitably causes the envious man
to think: "I might almost be in his place."2

We worry about someone receiv
ing $30 for his $9 ticket, but not at
all about Mr. McCartney receiving
$150,000 for three hours of work. If
we view Mr. McCartney's perfor
mance as having nothing to do with
his years as a BeatIe, then he is
earning, say, $45,000 an hour
($150,000, minus expenses, divided
by three), while the person selling
the so-called $9 ticket is earning un
del' $2 per hour for his 15 hours in
line. Yet we are outraged at the
scalper. He has exploited the public.

What is the difference? The social
distance between us and Mr. M<:
Cartney. The awe and even rever
ence we show for Mr. McCartney"s
talents as a performer place him be
yond envy. (Also, he has a British
accent, making us feel terribly infe
rior, thereby increasing his social
distance.) But that scalper who
makes someone pay 30 whole depre
ciating dollars-there is a man to be
squashed!

We stand in line to 'see Mr. Mc
Cartney. He has put us in our place.
But the scalper has no right to put
anyone in his place. He is a second
ary seller, indicating his social prox
imity to us. He seeks to deprive us
of our funds, unlike the performer,
who deprived the scalper of his funds.

When standing in line is seen as a
legitimate way to gain access to any

event as a primary consumer, but
asking someone else to pay money
above the lis~ed purchase price is
seen as exploitation by a secondary
seller, then the ideology of socialism
has done its work. When men refuse
to acknowledge that they are un
willing (or unable) to pay the price
to become prip1ary consumers-i.e.,
people who will stand in line over
night-and ljesent it when a pri
mary consumer asks the secondary
consumer to pay a premium for his
own procrastination, or his unwill
ingness to stand in line, or his late
access to the ,news about the Great
Event, or hi& impulse-buying atti
tude, then the free market economy
is in trouble.

Middlemen

The late-night T.V. ad blares the
message: "Yes, we can offer you these
fabulous prices because we have
eliminated tit!! middleman. We sell
direct to the consumer, and we can
pass along th~se bargains to you."

What a fabulous opportunity! At
last, we can tiuy direct from the pro
ducer. No mqre having to shell out
our hard-earned money for middle
men. After all, what do middlemen
ever do except stand around in the
middle? At la$t, some inventive seller
has found a: way to eliminate the
middleman. And it only took 6,000
years!

There are iproducers. There are
buyers. Where did the middlemen get
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into the act? Why should we pay
anything to them? Aren't they eco
nomic exploiters? Why should busi
ness tolerate middlemen? These are
questions implicitly asked by those
who despise scalpers.

All right, there are producers. They
made a decision to buy low and sell
higher. They entered the market for
producer goods-raw materials, la
bor services, capital equipment, land,
buildings, and so on-and bought up
what they then believed were un
derpriced goods. They now are sit
ting on top of a pile of merchandise.
How do they get the highest return?

The tried and true method is to
sell it to non-producers (retail sales
people) who in turn will market the
finished products to the final con
sumers. They take over the eco
nomic burden of predicting an un
certain future. The producer wants
out. He takes his money and runs.

Occasionally, some producer de
cides to "sell direct to the con
sumer." Fine. Who rents the ware
house space? Who insures against fire
and theft? Who decides how much to
spend on advertising, and in which
media? Who tries to predict the final
purchase prices that the buyers will
be willing and able to pay in the fu
ture? Who rents the showroom space?
Who dreams up the credit terms, lo
cates the creditor, and convinces the
buyer that "now is the time to buy"?
Who, in short, enters the market in
between originally and finally?

Someone has to bear these expenses.
Someone has to be compensated for
bearing these uncertainties. Some
thing "in the final analysis" has to
lure people into the uncertainty-filled
marketplace to pick up this burden.
That person is the middleman. He is
also called the entrepreneur, or the
speculator. And, in the case of tick
ets, he is called a scalper.

The Box Office Dilemma

The box office sells at a specific
price. Sometimes the people who own
the box office are not sure what to
charge. They want to fill the arena,
so that everyone who wants to get in
can do so, with nobody waiting out
side, and not a single seat empty.
That is accurate forecasting. That is
the way to make money. And that is
what nobody can do all of the time,
or even some of the time, if the arena
is large enough. A perfectly priced
set of tickets will "clear the mar
ket": a packed arena, and nobody left
in line.

So the owners of the box office, or
the Ticketron outlet, or whoever is
the primary seller to the primary
buyer, decides on a price. The tick
ets get sold, let us say. The market
then determines what the proper
price should be in the moments be
fore the performance. Sometimes the
price was set too high. Sometimes it
was set too low. The middlemen lose,
or they win. The middlemen bear the
burdens of uncertainty.
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Why are the original sellers so
foolish? Why did those who had the
right to hire the services of Mr.
McCartney in April of 1976-to be
come the first middlemen in the dis
tribution of Mr. McCartney's ser
vices-not charge $30 per ticket right
from the start? Why did they pass
on the $21 per seat profit (or what
ever it was) to secondary middle
men? Why did they give up 18,500
times $21? Were they fools? Why
were they, as professional middle
men involved in the entertainment
business, such poor forecasters? If
they are so smart, why are there
scalpers?

Seeking a Scapegoat

I have put this question to people
associated with box offices, and I have
never had a convincing answer. They
are hiding something. I believe that
they are hiding something very spe
cific: the fear of envy. They do not
want to become "middlemen"-
"gouging" middlemen-in the eyes
of local ticket buyers. They do not
want to face the wrath of buyers at
the auction, when buyers shout and
claw to get access to the tickets. They
want to be as unobtrusive as possi
ble, collecting their percentage. They
do not want to be seen as "enemies
of the fans."

It is also possible that they do not
want to have to guarantee an even
larger fee to the performer, since the
performer will know in advance the

price of the tickets. If the box office
man takes to<\) great a risk, and then
cannot sell t])e tickets (rain, emer
gency, or whatever), he loses a for
tune.

Another po~sibility:the performer
is also guilt-nidden and envy-avoid
ing, and he fears being labeled an
enemy of the fans. They will blame
him if he asks $30 per ticket, so he
demands that ticket prices be kept
low, meaning initially low.

Thus, the brunt of the envy bur
den is borne by the scalper, who per
forms a fundamental function in so
ciety, namely, envy-absorption. If the
scalper is to fulfill his role, the box
office managers, performers, and
ticket buyers need to establish
scalping as tmmoral, illegal, and
against the public interest. They all
agree that there should be a law
against this wantonly antisocial act.
As the sociologist Kai Erikson notes,
following a l~ne of thought in the
writings of Emile Durkheim, one of
the founders i of sociology: ". . . the
term 'deviance' refers to conduct
which the people of a group consider
so dangerous lor embarrassing or ir
ritating that they bring special
sanctions to !bear against the per
sons who exhIbit it.... The only way
an observer can tell whether or not
a given style lof behavior is deviant,
then, is to learn something about the
standards of the audience that re
sponds to it."3

By establishing by law the devi-
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ance of scalping, those who would
otherwise be faced with the problem
of envy pass it along to another
group, whose economic self-interest
in profiting from the price· spread is
greater than their fear of envy. In
short, scalpers exist primarily be
cause of economic uncertainty and
widespread envy.

The Price of Envy

The hostility of the public against
scalpers is indicative of almost uni
versal hostility to entrepreneurship
in general. There is an unstated as
sumption in the minds ofpeople that
profits that come strictly from the
successful prediction of the future
demands of consumers, and from
one's willingness to enter capital
markets as a preliminary buyer, are
immoral profits. We are still caught
in the Marxist web of the exploita
tion theory. We still act as though
profits from anything except physi
cal labor are "unearned profits."

The scalper is probably the least
harmful "exploiter" in the world. He
makes his profits from the purchase
and sale of tickets to entertainment
events. Ironically, the few profits any
scalper can make, and the envy he
receives from those who are helped
by his actions (late-comers who would
not be able to get in if someone else
had not had the foresight and cour
age to buy up tickets), are the direct
result of Americans' unwillingness
to stand in line. The very feature of

socialism that is so repulsive to
Americans-long lines-is encour
aged by the potential envy shown
toward box office managements, who
become fearful of successfully fore
casting future consumer demand.
The auction market for tickets is one
of the most resisted auction markets
in America, yet those who resist the
auction process are also repelled by
lines. Below-market pricing creates
lines.

Scalping is not that critical to the
daily lives of most Americans. We
seldom attend sold-out perfor
mances. We are too busy watching
television. What we expect when we
do schedule a night on the town is a
price structure rather close to tele
vision's pricing-without the ads, of
course-and time spent in getting a
ticket not much longer than the time
spent in switching on the T.V. set.
When we find that others just like
us have also waited until the last
minute to show up, and the under
priced tickets are all gone, we vent
our wrath on the scalpers. They are,
in effect, professional wrath-receiv
ers, people who take the heat of envy
offof the timid shoulders ofperform
ers and box office managers.

If we all appreciated the economic
service scalpers perform, the market
for scalping would dry up rapidly. If
there were no wrath, no envy, and
no complaints about high prices
complaints really against all of our
competitors who are also trying to
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buy tickets to the Great Event-then
performers and box office managers
would get into the market and begin
to "sell directly to the public." They
would bear more of the burdens of
middlemen. (Of course, they might
announce that "We can sell you
tickets at low, low prices because we
have eliminated the middleman.")
We would get professionals who
ought to be the best forecasters of
consumer tastes in entertainment to
enter the forecasting market. We
would see a better fit between the
price originally charged and the fi
nal size of the audience. There would
be less waste. There would be far
shorter lines. And there might even
be more advertising, thereby allovv
ing those of us who are always the
last to hear about anything, to find
out in time to get on board. But if
the scalpers are going to make all
the profits, why should the perform
ers or box office managers adver
tIse? Conclusion: with less envy, there
would be better information· avail
able to the general public.. Of course,
such information is not free. W'e
would all pay for it in the purchase
price of the ticket. But isn't that bet
ter than avoiding the advertising
costs by not hearing about the op
portunity in time? We will pay the
scalper anyway. Or miss the event..

Men resent the fact that they are
willing to pay "outrageous" prices for
sports events and entertainment,
meaning live entertainment, one-

night-only e~tertainment. They re
sent the fac~ that people get some
profits as sec9ndary middlemen who
cater to theiri"base" desires. The very
rich-perfor$ers, Forum owners, and
Sol Hurok~ are entitled to their
profits, but nQt people sufficiently like
ourselves to pring out our envy, yet
sufficiently uplike us to stand in line
all night, origo out immediately to
buy some extra tickets. Such people
are our sworm enemies, so we wind
up paying more for our base desires
than we othelrwise might have paid,
had the Forum or Ticketron been
uninhibited by fear of the public's
envy to charge "all the market will
bear" right mom the beginning.

Conclusion

Are we res~ntful? Against whom?
Do we resent! long lines? Then let us
paythe high~rmonetary price which
will shorten ~he lines. By pressuring
the initial se~lers of tickets to keep
monetary pJl"ices lower than true
market (auc~ion) prices, we grant a
kind of subsldy to those who value
their time sDent in lines relatively
low. They get the tickets, either to
use personal\y or to sell to those of
us who valu~ our time more highly.
Below-market monetary pricing does
not lower th~ economic price of any
asset; it merely substitutes other
forms ofpa}fment.The auction is
merely delaY$d until the night of the
performance,iwhen late-comers and
scalpers get together to transact
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business at true market monetary
prices. Time has its price.

Do we resent the fact that we never
hear about the Big Event in time?
In time to do what? Stand in line?
But we probably choose not to stand
in line. If prices are set below the
market's true monetary price, we still
will miss the Big Event, unless we
pay the scalpers their due. Hearing
about the Big Event earlier cannot
do us any good if monetary prices
are set below market. Why not en
courage higher monetary pricing for
the initial sale-the prices stamped
on the tickets-and thereby encour
age the seller to advertise heavily to
all of us who hate to stand in lines,
and who are ready to pay for our
preference? If we are not ready to
pay higher monetary prices, why

The Price System

should we be resentful about not
hearing in time? Time has its price.

In an age ofenvy, the scalpers will
get their due. We live in an age of
envy.4 No economic resource is free,
including the indulgence of our pro
pensity toward envy. The scalpers let
us indulge ourselves ... at a price.'

-FOOTNOTES-
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IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

THE PROBLEM is whether to transmit the detailed knowledge of special
circumstances to a central agency, or to transmit the general informa
tion to the individuals who have the detailed knowledge.. The detailed
knowledge is too voluminous and nebulous for transmittal or for assim
ilation, and no one could know what parts should be selected. The gen
eral information, however, is summarized in prices.

Just that part of the general data that is relevant to an individual's
decision is summarized in prices. Ifa price goes up, that tells him every
thing he needs to know to guide his action; he does not need to know
why the price went up; the fact that it did go up tells him to try to use a
little less or it tells him to produce more of the commodity, and how far
to go in his efforts.

Not only do prices convey information on how an individual should
act, but they provide at the same time a powerful inducement for him
to do so.

W. ALLEN WALLIS



Dennis Bechara

THE current attempt to curtail gov
ernment spending has stumbled on
numerous roadblocks. Any effort to
reduce the size of government is al
ways faced with an articulate and
well-organized opposition. Scores of
social scientists are willing to testify
before Congress that if the govern
ment eliminates this or that social
program chaos will result. Con
gressmen are bombarded with hys
terical pleas from constituents not
to slash pet government projects.
Public opinion polls and the press
publicize the people's fear that "their
program" will be cut. And beneath
it all is the suspicion that only the

.wealthy will truly benefit from a re
duction in government spending.

To succeed in reducing the size of

Mr. Bechara is an attorney in Mayaguez, Puerto Rico.

government, it ,is imperative to un
derstand the nature of the demo
cratic process 4nd the cause of the
organized opposition to those efforts.
A major reason for such opposition
is that the be:q.efits of government
projects are distributed to small
groups of recipients, whereas the cost
of such progtams is dispersed
throughout the population. There
fore, any single government spend
ing program represents, to each tax
payer, a small i~crement in his taxes
or in the cost of government. How
ever, to the beneficiaries of the pro
gram, the prop0sed spending repre
sents a significant infusion ofcapital.
So, it is logical for the proponents of
the different sp~nding bills to mar
shal their forcea and actively lobby
for such measUres. The individual
taxpayer, on the other hand, finds it
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more costly to oppose a given pro
gram than he might save in taxes in
its absence.

To their further advantage, the
champions of government spending
are able to point to the specific project
as evidence that they have created
employment and consequently have
favored a group that is deserving of
aid. The opponents of government
spending, on the other hand, cannot
show what jobs have been created or
preserved in the absence of govern
ment spending and intervention.

R. L. Schreadley, Executive Edi
tor of the Charleston, S.C., Post
Courier, came to the point in his ed
itorial of December 27,1981: "What
we don't see, what nobody sees or
records, are the buildings, the jobs,
the hope that might have flourished
within and without the cities had
federal bureaucrats and their eager
accomplices not succumbed so long
ago to the dangerous business of be
lieving. themselves more prescient
than the market. . . . You do not
make a bad investment good by salt
ing it with taxpayers'dollars. (Ex
cept, of course, for the lucky devel
opers up front who are quickenough
and smart enough to take the money
and run.) You do not restore confi
dence. in the financial future of the
cities or of this country by requiring
taxpayers to assume risks no pru
dent private investor would take."

Since government has no re
sources, it either taxes, borrows, or

simply prints new paper money in
order to finance its activities. Any
government spending must neces
sarily have a corresponding effect on
the economy. If government were to
tax in order to raise revenue, this
represents a loss of investment and
savings from the private sector,
which is also translated into a loss
ofjobs. Therefore, the jobs created in
any government project which is fi
nanced by taxation implies the
elimination of jobs in the private
sector. Similarly, if government
spending is financed through bor
rowing in the capital markets, this
means that the funds which other
wise could have gone to the private
sector are being channeled into the
government project. Higher interest
rates are one of the consequences. If
the printing of money is the alter
native chosen by the state to finance
its projects, that spells inflation.

The opponents of government
spending projects thus appear to be
the enemy of the deserving minori
ties who are the object of the govern
ment's largesse. Opponents are psy
chologically disarmed because they
cannnot show precisely who will be
harmed by the government pro
gram.

The·Democratic Aura

Those who would curb govern
ment spending face one further hur
dle. Governments have traditionally
attempted to justify spending and
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interventionist policies by placing the
imprimatur of democracy on such
activities. Governments have sensed
the aura of legitimacy conveyed by
the term, and they have disguised
many of their economic policies in
democratic garb. This tends to dis··
courage criticism.

Examples of this are legion. The
public school system exists as a re-·
suIt of laws which provide that the
taxpayers must support the school
ing of the community's children.
Many taxpayers are opposed to the
system, yet become involved in vot
ing for membership in the local
boards of education. Similarly, the
raising of revenue has been democ
ratized, as bond issues become en
tangled in the election process.

The National Labor Relations Act
has instituted the system of demo
cratic elections under which the em
ployees of what the NLRB deems to
be an "appropriate bargaining unit"
may select a union as their repre
sentative for the purpose of collec
tive bargaining. In addition, the
Landrum-Griffin Act contains what
is known as the "Union Member's
Bill of Rights" under which certain
democratic values are upheld.

Many other Acts of Congress,
which call for government interven
tion, similarly provide themselves
with the shield of democracy. This
happens because Congress, in decid
ing to implement a program, does so
after a process of consultation and

after obtaining evidence through
testimony in public hearings.

The impression that the process is
democratic is ~lways present in any
legislative eff~rt, because the Con
gressmen whQ approved the differ
ent spending proposals were popu
larly elected. Therefore, if the people
were truly opposed to policies imple
mented by their elected officials, their
recourse would be through the elec
toral process.

Intervention by Way of
Judicial Powers of Government

The judicial powers of govern
ment are also prawn upon to legiti
mize economic iintervention. Admin
istrative tribunals have been created
under which gqvernmental agencies
exercise their c,ntrol. The people who
are the object o~ this scrutiny are thus
made to feel: that somehow the
treatment was: fair and democratic,
because due pifocess was followed.
After all, notice was given to the
parties, and an opportunity was af
forded them to present evidence and
to cross-examine the opponents' wit
nesses.

However, th~ most important as
pect of government intervention is
blithely ignorea: its economic con
sequences. Ren~ control is a classic
example. A bur¢aucratic agency may
treat each easel: individually, apply
ing the same· formula to different
landlords in order to determine the
maximum prices they may charge.
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The landlord in turn may be able to
establish, through a quasi-judicial
proceeding, that there are other fac
tors which the government ought to
take into account in computing the
rent. But despite recourse to due
process, the effect of rent control will
be felt. This will be the reduction of
the available capital which will be
devoted to building rental space, and
the improper utilization of space, as
tenants discover they can occupy
more than they actually need be
cause the price they have to pay for
it is lower than its market value.

Similarly, claiming that govern
ment policies are democratic just be
cause a majority of the people opted
to follow the practice does not change
its economic consequences. When the
labor union, which was elected by a
majority of the employees, obtains
wage concessions from employers
that discourage further production,
the inevitable result is unemploy
ment.

However difficult the task of re
ducing the size of government, it is

Government Relief

not impossible. Essential to any fun
damental change of policy iseco
nomic education. Once voters and
taxpayers understand the economic
implications of spending programs,
the proponents of limited govern
ment will be in a more persuasive
position.

The present economic crisis may
well motivate us to discover the so
lutions to these problems. We are
witnessing today many efforts to re
duce the scope of government. These
efforts stem from the crisis that is
the result of the failure of interven
tionist policies. And this crisis, as
Leonard Read says, "is sending up
signals~messages loud and clear
that our past is filled with errors
which inexorably produced their evil
results. The consequences we suffer
now were caused by past mistakes,
and we need to know what wrong
actions are responsible for these bad
effects. The fact is, we are being
graced with warnings which, when
and if read aright, can lead to our
salvation." ,

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

RESPONSIBILITY to oneself and family, coupled with the necessity of
working to meet this responsibility, are the ingredients for human
progress and the development of the individual personality. Govern
ment relief is a proven failure, a social evil, a destroyer of human per
sonality. The greatest and kindest deed government could perform would
be to remove the temptation of something for nothing.

RAE C. HEIPLE II



Mark Hendrickson

Teachings iof
Soviet

Experienqe

OF ALL the many lessons that the
Free World can learn from the So
viet "experiment" of the last sixty
four years, the most urgent is that
life under a socialist command sys
tem is far from the "workers' para
dise" promised by Marxian ideo
logues. As Alexander Solzhenitsyn
and many others have so thoroughly
documented, the socialist order,
trumpeted as the wave of the future,
is maintained only by the most bru
tal measures. The fact that the so
cialist state depends upon force for
its continued existence is powerful
evidence that free individuals would
promptly reject such an inhumane
system.

Economically, poverty has been
institutionalized in the Soviet Union.

Mark Hendrickson recently earned a master's d.
greet with a thesis based on the works of Solzhenlt
syn. This is condensed from a chapter of that thesis.

Sociologically, ,a well-defined class
structure has emerged, with special
privileges accomed at the wish of the
ruling elite. Pblitically, individual
rights have be~n trampled upon and
extinguished by ruthless despots.
Spiritually and morally, the beliefs
that the state ~s supreme and that
the end justi~es the means have
taken human beings to the depths of
depravity, as many have become
willing to betray, enslave, and even
torture any number of innocent vic
tims. Is it any wonder, then, that
"Whoever can ~votes with his feet,'
simply fleeing ifrom this mass vio
lence and destruction"?

Economic Les.ons

Economic laws, like· the laws of
physics, are di~covered, not devised
by men. The Gommunist rulers of
the Soviet Union have tried to re-

nnn
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peal those inexorable laws, and, in
spite of their repeated failures, they
persist in issuing bureaucratic de
crees that attempt to revise the way
the world works. In their self-delud
ing hubris, they act as though all
action will conform to socialist plan
ning.

It is a fact of life that human beings
value more highly and will husband
more carefully what they own than
what they don't own. That is why
the small, privately owned garden
plots which have been permitted in
the USSR account for 62% of the po
tatoes, 32% of fruits and vegetables,
47% of the eggs, and 34% of all milk
and meat produced in the country,
even though these private plots con
stitute less than one per cent of the
country's agricultural land.! Yet, in
spite of this impressive record and
the chronic problem of food short
ages in their country, the Kremlin
refuses to heed the sound advice of
Russian exiled dissident Alexander
Solzhenitsyn to "give up the forced
collective farms and leave just the
voluntary ones."

The productivity of industry also
languishes under its socialist direc
tors. One major reason is the lack of
incentive for workers and managers
when all profit goes to the state.
"Technological improvements de
veloped in costly research institutes
are ignored because no one will profit
directly by introducing them." Rus
sians naturally want to profit as do

all human beings. However, they
don't stand much chance of profiting
by honest means, so they sometimes
resort to dishonest means for per
sonal gain. Dishonesty, of course,
occurs in all countries, but Yankee
ingenuity would be hard put to du
plicate this mind-boggling fraud re
ported in a recent article:

When senior party officials dedicated a
long-awaited, badly needed tractor-re
pair plant last year, "Pravda" (which
means "Truth") extolled it as "not a fac
tory (but) a beautiful work of art," and
the responsible comrades awarded each
other the usual round of medals. No such
factory existed.2

Soviet experience has conc1u
sively demonstrated that socialist
production is inherently inferior to
capitalist production. Lack of incen
tive is a major reason. But even if
workers were uniformly motivated
around the world, the socialist coun
tries would be poorer because eco
nomic calculation is outlawed (de
facto if not de jure).

In a Capitalist Order

In a capitalist order, each individ
ual demands what he values most in
the marketplace. He indicates ap
proximately how much he values
different products by how much he
is willing to pay for them. These ap
proximate objectifications of value
called "price"-are the signals which
communicate to producers what they
need to produce, and at what cost, if
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they are to attract customers and
stay in business. As consumers'
hierarchies of values change mo
ment by moment, these changes are
transmitted through the pricing
network. Entrepreneurs then seek to
re,organize scarce factors of produc
tion so efficiently that they can offer
a good that 'consumers want at a price
which they are willing to pay, and
still end up with a profit.

Because goods which are valued
highly cost dearly (depending on the
available supply) they tend to be
conserved and used efficiently, and
so greater satisfaction (greater pros
perity) results than would be the case
under socialism where the value
sensitive pricing mechanism has
been rejected. Production under so
cialism is grossly uneconomical be
cause the decrees of state officials
supplant and suppress the economic
values of individuals as reflected in
prices freely arrived at in the mar
ket.

Socialist planning is uneconomi
cal also because it is totally un
suited for coping with change.
Whereas the prices of commodities
in the United States fluctuate mo
ment by moment on the commodity
exchanges, reflecting shifts ·in sup
ply and demand, and so enabling
each commodity to go to where it is
most valued in the economy, in the
Soviet Union, commodities are allo
cated by state officials who are in
capable of perceiving what the most

urgent needs for any given good are
at any given Jnoment. Politics su
persedes economics. When consider
ations of valu¢ are supplanted by
considerations of power, chaos in
production ensues. The only reason
why the blind planning of the social
ist commissarsi in the USSR has not
resulted in total chaos and much
more severe pqverty has been that
the Soviet leaders have been able to
observe the allocation of resources
in the non-sociailized economies of the
world.

Copying Mark~t Gains

Since Soviet industry is so notori
ously unprodu~tive, one may won
der why the USSR is nonetheless
known as an in~ustrialpower boast
ing awesome n).ilitary might and a
leading role in space exploration.
First of all, since the individual in
the USSR has rio rights, it has been
relatively easYi for the state plan
ners to build l!Jp the military and
space industries at the expense of
consumer-oriented industries.. Sec
ondly, the Krem~inhas imported vast
amounts of technical equipment and
knowledge from ~ore productive (i.e.,
capitalist) coun~ries, most notably,
the United States. The Soviet rulers
have.purchased~oftenon credit, and
on terms more favorable than
Americans caniobtain-everything
from the miniajture ball bearings
which are essential for the accurate
guidance of intercontinental mis-
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siles to the capital, technology, and
managerial expertise used at the
Kama River truck factory (the larg
est such factory in the world) where
the tanks which have been used in
Afghanistan were manufactured.
Thirdly, Soviet agents have suc
ceeded in pirating technology from
the West.

Solzhenitsyn eloquently summa
rizes the pathetic performance of
production under socialist planning
in his homeland:

What kind of country is it, what kind
of great power, with tremendous mili
tary potential, that conquers outer space
but has nothing to sell? All heavy equip
ment, all complex and delicate technol
ogy, is purchased abroad. Then it must
be an agricultural country? Not at all; it
also has to buy grain. What then can we
sell? What kind of economy is it? Can we
sell anything which has been created by
socialism? No! Only that which God put
in the Russian ground at the very begin
ning, that's what we squander and that's
what we sell.3

Sociological Lessons

The social structure of the Soviet
Union is an egalitarian's night
mare. Far from eliminating class
distinctions, the socialist system
deepens and perpetuates them. Ob
servers differ as to how many strata
or "ranks" (to use a term which is
apropos for the militaristically regi
mented social order) but they are
unanimous in acknowledging a class
structure that is so rigid that Rus-

sian critics refer to "caste expe
diency" and a "boss class." Favors
are bestowed by the state; favors are
taken away by the state.

Tremendous tensions must inevi
tably exist because of the way the
social organization, the USSR's body
politic, is presently constituted. The
idea of class exploiting class, which
is little more than a fantasy in a
capitalist system where individuals
are free to excel in the competition
of servicing the needs of their fel
lows, is a cruel, ugly reality in the
USSR.

The elite minority plunders the
masses, and the masses know it.
Certainly, some of the victims are
fatalistic about their plight, but
many others bitterly resent their
exploitation. The present system may
endure, or it may not, but one way
or the other, violence remains the
central characteristic of the USSR's
social organization.

The use of forced labor in Soviet
Russia is as characteristic of social
ism as is the impossibility of calcu
lating value. If the 40% ofthe Soviet
population which are forced to work
the collective farms as virtual serfs
cannot feed the Soviet Union's pop
ulation, and managers will take
credit for the construction of facto
ries which don't even exist, one can
scarcely imagine how unproductive,
or even counterproductive, the labor
of the zeks (the prison camp in
mates) is.
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In The Gulag Archipelago Two,
Solzhenitsyn included several ex
amples of the deliberate destruc
tiveness ofzek labor, and concluded,
in something of an understatement,
that the Soviet state (Le., the peo
ple) is poorer as a result ofusing slave
labor than it otherwise would have
been. He also dispels the myth of the
glory and honor of working in a so
cialist state, asserting, "The labor of
the zeks was needed for degrading
and particularly heavy work, which
no one, under socialism, would wish
to perform."

Special Privileges Granted
the Ruling Elite

Many amenities which a citizen
can procure in the marketplace in
the West, a Soviet citizen can re
ceive only through the state. The
greatest perquisites are, of course,
reserved for ranking officials of the
Communist Party. Solzhenitsyn tells
us that they have country estates and
that they ban the noisy maneuvers
of the Soviet Air Force over those
estates.

Reporter David K. Willis writes in
the Christian Science Monitor (Jan
uary 14, 1981) of special stores
stocked with imported treats, ofparty
tailors, travel privileges, spacious
apartments, private lanes on the
highways for official cars (which are
chauffeur-driven luxury models, of
course) and an entire "network of
exclusive polyclinics, hospitals, and

health resorts" ("It's rather like liv
ing in the West, only you're still
here," explains Qne client) which the
average citizen never even sees.

The doling out of privileges has
been one of the major Pavlovian
tools-the "carrot" to go along with
the "stick" of pqson camps-used by
the Communist! rulers of the Soviet
Union since the Bolshevik coup to
further their designs. That they have
been successful in winning alle
giance (however precarious it may
be in some cases) is apparent to all.
Solzhenitsyn cynically writes of sci
entists who "are rewarded with a life
of plenty and p~y for it by keeping
their thoughts at the level of their
test tubes."

The antisoci~l (Le., anti-individ
ual) acts ofplun<ler and robbery-of
institutionalized class exploita
tion-have prevented a genuine so
ciety, based on i voluntary coopera
tion, from deve~oping in the USSR.
The present social organization-
born and bred in violence, and

maintained by violence-will ulti
mately perish ill violence.

After decades! of having their ba
sic rights of lif~, liberty, and prop
erty restricted,: attacked, and de
nied, the variolls ethnic groups
masses of angry, abused individu
als-may very well over-react, lash
out in a fury of pent-up resentment,
and try to seize i what they, in self
righteous rationalization, believe to
be theirs. That is why Solzhenitsyn
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believes that the Communist dicta
torship in his country needs to be
succeeded by an authoritarian gov
ernment, which would keep various
elements of the population of the
USSR from killing each other off. By
keeping the peace-that is, by pro
tecting the life, liberty, and property
of all individuals-a strong govern
ment would protect those conditions
which are necessary for the devel
opment of a true society comprised
of individuals freely cooperating so
as to promote their mutual well
being.

The most important sociological
lesson to be gleaned from Soviet ex
perience is this: when individuals
band together with the intent of
wringing natural individual ine
qualities out of the social structure
by unequal applications of force, the
inevitable result is a command sys
tem, a. system which is necessarily
ruthless to the degree that it insists
on trying to undo what nature has
done. Such a system destroys natu
ral social cooperation, sows the seeds
of future violence, and, in a perver
sion of its stated objective, eventu
ates in a social organization in which
class divisions are more pronounced
and less flexible than is the case in
a free society.

Political Lessons

In a system of free men, any indi
vidual who excels at satisfying the
needs of his fellowman is rewarded

by an impersonal market for his
achievements. In such a system, ser
vice to one's fellowman determines
wealth and privilege. In a socialistic
command system, on the other hand,
the way to privilege is to help keep
one's fellowman under the subjec
tion of Caesar. Personal favor deter
mines wealth and privilege.

"In a country where the sole em
ployer is the State, opposition means
death by slow starvation. The old
principle: who does not work shall
not eat, has been replaced by a new
one: who does not obey shall not eat."
With those grim words, Leon Trot
sky described the totalitarian grip
which the communist rulers of the
USSR hold on the populace of their
vast territory. That is the reality of
the political. order in a socialist sys
tem-a system which Karl Marx
viewed as progressive. As economist
George Reisman has observed, "The
complete and utter powerlessness of
the plain citizen under socialism can
hardly be exaggerated. Under so
cialism, the plain citizen is no longer
the customer, 'who is always right,'
but the serf, who must take his ra
tions and like it."4

In the Soviet Union, the individ
ual citizen is virtually without rights.
This has been so ever since the Com
munist takeover. What the state (i.e.,
the ruling elite) wants, it takes.
Those who once resisted the expro
priation of their property in Com
munist Russia were liquidated. Those
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who object too vocally today are
banished to Siberia or otherwise si
lenced. That is the nature of politics
in a socialist state.

The public ownership of the means
of production includes the public
ownership of labor. Solzhenitsyn
writes, "We are slaves there from
birth." The ultimate form of slavery
in the USSR is the zek, who is sub
jected to treatment far worse than
that endured by most of the slaves
throughout history. Most slaves in
ancient Greece and Rome, and in pre
Civil War United States were re
garded as private property. As such,
their owners at least had an incen
tive to keep them healthy. The zek,
on the other hand, belonging to the
state, is in a position in which none
of his supervisors finds it in his self
interest to be concerned about the
zek's well-being, and so millions of
zeks have found their prison term
tantamount to capital punishment.

People Are Expendable

The experience of applied social
ism in the Soviet Union demon
strates that the welfare of the prop
ertyless citizen is of little concern to
the state authorities. Subjugation is
all that matters to the bosses. This
has always been the case. Solzhen
itsyn relates that the Volga famine
of 1921 illustrated "a typical Com
munist technique: to struggle for
power without thinking of the fact
that the productivity is collapsing,

that the fields ~re not being sown,
that the factories stand idle, that the
country· is sinking into poverty and
famine." In other words, the people
are expendable. What had been her
alded as the "dictatorship of the pro
letariat" has in r~alitybecome a dic
tatorship over those proletarians who
manage to survive.

For decades, the official rhetoric
has assured Ivan that his grandchil
dren would enjjoy unprecedented
prosperity, yet that promise is still
far from fruition, and the achieve
ment of affiuenice remains in the
ever-receding future. The modus
operandi of thelpolitical leaders of
the socialist state is to plunder its
subjects in the present and offer them
a rosy picture ofi a distant future as
compensation.

The despotism iof the Soviet rulers
is not an esoteric! matter for political
scientists in thei We8t to debate as
an academic issue. Rather, it is a
phenomenon of tremendous import
to every single Westerner, for the
objective of the ~ovietUnion's over
lords is to exteJ)d their hegemony
over the entire g~obe. Is it logical to
suppose that tyrants who have shown
no compunction~ about brutalizing
and enslaving their compatriots
would respect th~ life and property
of peoples of fore~gn lands?

Solzhenitsyn :las repeatedly re
minded Westerners of one of histo
ry's oft-repeated, seldom-learned
lessons: that the evil of tyranny
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grows ever more aggressive until it
is bravely confronted and defeated.
Those who try to appease tyranny
will eventually find themselves at
tacked by those very tyrants, and if
they are fortunate enough to be able
to vanquish the aggressors, it will
only be at a cost far greater than
would have been necessary had an
unflinching moral stand been taken
against the tyranny at the outset.

Of the present incarnation of tyr
anny known as Communism, Solz
henitsyn writes, "... a concentra
tion ofworld evil is taking place, full
of hatred for humanity. It is fl;llly
determined to destroy your society."
That may sound like melodramatic
hyperbole to the average American,
but it corresponds completely with
the stated nature and objectives of
the Communist movement, and,
more importantly, it corresponds to
the anti-human reality of life in the
USSR and other Communist-domi
nated lands. Any thought that this
menace will go away if it is ignored
is wishful and dangerous thinking.
It must be confronted.

Moral and Spiritual Lessons

The well-documented villainies
which characterize Communist rule
are vivid examples of the destruc
tiveness that results from accepting
the relativity of morality. The es
sence of moral behavior between in
dividuals is a reciprocal respect for
rights, upon which basis free indi-

viduals may enter into voluntary
associations (contracts) with others.
On this moral basis, society and cul
ture develop. Communist ideology
claims to be a substitute for moral
ity and rejects individual rights,
traditional social bonds, and estab
lished cultural mores. The goal of
communist ideology is to bring om
nipotence to earth in the form of a
socialist state.

Just as the Jacobins used appeal
ing promises of liberty, equality, and
brotherhood as an ideological justi
fication for lawless violence, so also
do the Soviet leaders use their ide
ology-that Communism will result
in the "most radiant, most happy so
ciety"-as a justification for any act,
including arbitrary mass murder.

Part of Lenin's ideology was that
traditional rights must be violently
eliminated. When Lenin encouraged
the Russian peasants to seize land
for themselves in the early months
of his reign, he achieved his objec
tive: to plunge the countryside into
anarchy. This anarchy, of course,
paved the way for Lenin and his co
horts to "save the day" and restore a
sense of order. It is this divide-and
conquer technique (the destruction
of social bonds and subsequent ab
sorption of weak, isolated groups)
which has been the Communists'
primary method of enslaving the
Russian people ever since the days
of Lenin. This is what the Commu
nist rulers must do if they are to
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achieve their goal of replacing a so
ciety of individuals with a collective.
As Ludwig von Mises explained in
his definitive work on Socialism
(1922):

To make Collectivism a fact one must
first kill all social life, then build up the
collectivist state. The Bolshevists are thus
quite logical in wishing to destroy the
social edifice built up through countless
centuries, in order to erect a new struc
ture on the ruins.

The Marxian Religion

The ideology that asserts that mo
rality is relative, that materialism
is the only truth, and that the state
is supreme, is a religion. This Marx
ist-Leninist ideology is not yet per
ceived as a religion, but that is what
it is. Like Christianity, it preaches
a Savior-the socialist state-on the
path to heaven-a stateless Com
munist world; it teaches that man's
purpose in life and his present and
future salvation depend on how well
he serves this master, and it con
stantIy appeals to faith, for many of
its prophecies have not yet been ful
filled. Seen in that light, it is ironic
that the thoughts of Jesus of Naza
reth cannot be taught in the schools
of the United States because of the
separation of church and state, while
the teachings of Karl Marx are sub
ject to no such sanction.

The Soviet leaders do not tolerate
any questioning of Marxian dogma.
The official line is "He that believ-

eth shall be saved." The problem is,
when such major prophecies as: the
workers of the West will sink stead
ily into total poverty; Communist
revolutions will break out in the
more advanced iindustrialized coun
tries; wars occur only in capitalist
countries-when all these major
predictions are contradicted by the
historical record of Soviet experi
ence' nobody believes in the old
Marxist-Leninist religion any more.
However, the priesthood (the Cen
tral Committee lof the Communist
Party) retains tl).e outward form of
the religion, bec~use it dares not re
linquish its powet and privilege. And
so, like the Aztec priests of Tenoch
titIan, who sacr~ficed human lives
on the altar ofth~ sun god, the Com
munist Party leaders sacrifice hu
man Iives on tla.e bloody altar of
Marxist-Leninist ideology, and so
maintain their r¢ign of terror.

In addition to iteaching the West
the nature of the iCommunist threat,
Solzhenitsyn te~ches us the most
important lesspn of all: how to
triumph over it. lie explains:

We, the dissident~of the U.S.S.R., have
no tanks, no weappns, no organization.
We have nothing. Our hands are empty.
We have only our: hearts and what we
have lived through in the half century
under this system. 4nd whenever we have
found the firmness within ourselves to
stand up for our rights, we have done so.
It is only by firmness of spirit that we
have withstood. And if I am standing here
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before you, it is not because of the kind
ness or good will of Communism, not
thanks to detente, but due to my own
firmness and your firm support. They
knew that I would not yield an inch, not
a hair's breadth. And when they could do
nothing they themselves fell back.

Unceasing resistance is the lesson
he would have us learn. And how,
specifically, can the West resist the
advances of Communism? Certainly
by military means, but more impor
tantly, by affirming a consistent
moral position-practicing and pro
moting freedom of individual eco
nomic activity; not assisting the
Kremlin through trade and aid; not
signing treaties (such as the Hel
sinki accords) which legitimize So
viet aggression; refusing to live at
the expense of one's fellow man; re
jecting the insidious teaching that
morality is relative and the end jus
tifies the means; affirming in word

The Lawyer's Duty

and deed that all individuals have
certain inalienable rights; being
concerned with more than mere ma
terial ease, for liberty, if not vigi
lantly guarded, is lost. This is the
message of Alexander Solzhenitsyn.
If we heed his warning and emulate
his courageous stance against Com
munist tyranny, the West shall in
deed prevail against this aggressive,
worldwide attack against individual
liberty. ®
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IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

THE LAW is a "department of conservation," and you are one of its offi
cers. Everything you do for a client, in your office or out, that is honor
able and ethical, will be done to preserve his rights under God and the
law. Your profession, therefore, is a conservative profession, because
you are trying to keep this client as you found him, trying to preserve
him, his person and his property and his liberty. The lawyer who is on
the other side, who represents the state, in a criminal case, is trying to
preserve the liberty of the man who was defrauded, or the man who was
maimed, or murdered perhaps. From the beginning to the end of every
lawsuit you are in the process of conservation. Consequently, I think
that the division of our population into right and left, and conservative
and liberal, is a fragmentation of the proper meanings of words.

CLARENCE MANION, "Right and Wrong-Not Right and Left"
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Toward Radical
Monetary Reform

IN the late 19th century and early
20th, the issue which occupied cen
ter stage ofeconomic controversy was
"the money question." From the time
of the Civil War greenbacks through
Bryan's "Cross of Gold" speech of
1896 until the establishment of the
Federal Reserve System in 1913,
politicians, academics, editors, and
business people squared off in heated
debate over the proper monetary
policy for the nation.

After the dramatic events 'of the
Great Depression and the creation
of the post-war monetary system, the
issue became relatively dormant as
attention turned to other things. But
recently, "the money question" has
emerged in full force once again. Its

Mr. Reed is Assistant Professor of Economics at
Northwood Institute In Midland, Michigan and direc
tor of the college's annual Freedom Seminars. He is
co-edltor and co-author,· along with Dr. Dale Hay
wood, ala new book When We Are Free.

resurrection has i come, not coinci
dentally, as an aftershock of a finan
cial earthquake ~f staggering· pro
portions.

What has haplpened is that the
lmonetary chickeds have come home
to roost. Decad~s of government
managed· money', have produced a
frightening flirtation with runaway
prices. The American dollar has lost
at least 80 per cent of its 1940 value.
The bond market has suffered fan
tastic losses. The devastation of dol
lar-denominated a)ssets-savings, life
insurance, pensi~n funds, and the
like-in real terms is tremendous.
Faith and confidence in the future
purchasing powet of the dollar are
everywhere in qu~stion.

We have been witness to nothing
less than the historic demonetiza
tion offiat money!. The damage this
process has wrought may yet assign
government paper to the status of
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''barbarous relic" which Keynes once
mistakenly ascribed to gold. Who can'
honestly survey the wreckage and
pronounce of the monetary authori
ties, "This is a job well done"?

It is in this unfortunate set of cir
cumstances that proposals for "mon
etary reform" are proliferating. It is
not the objective of this essay to pro
pose yet another or to endorse any
particular one already advanced.
Rather, the objective is to illumi
nate the intellectual path which any
meaningful reform must take. The
author leaves it to others to chart
the specifics.

To begin with, monetary reform
ers must come to grips with some
thing fundamental to the origin and
history of money. They must redis
cover what the Austrian economist
Carl Menger told us in his path
breaking Principles ofEconomics in
1871: "Money is not an invention of
the state. It is not the product of a
legislative act. Even the sanction of
political authority is not necessary
for its existence."

Of Natural Origin

The origin of money was entirely
natural. It sprang from the awk
wardness ofbarter and the desire for
a marketable commodity to facili
tate exchange. The first time man
traded a good for something which
he intended to use not for consump
tion himself but rather as a means
to acquire what he really wanted, a

medium of exchange-money-was
born.

It was a revolutionary inven
tion- the economic counterpart to
the wheel- and it made possible
trade and a division of labor incon
ceivable in a barter economy. It was
truly an invention of the market
place, of economizing individuals
seeking to improve their well-being.

All sorts of commodities have
served as media of exchange at one
time or another. Cattle, cowry shells,
furs and skins, wampum beads, to
bacco, whale's teeth, cigarettes, and
even rats are examples. Primitive
though these monies may seem, they
had the qualities of familiarity and
acceptability which made them
marketable and hence, candidates for
money.

In most markets of the world, the
precious metals emerged as the pri
mary money commodities. Durabil
ity, divisibility, high value in small
quantities, and relative stability in
purchasing power over time were
characteristics which no other com
modities could match. As early as
650 B.C., coins of gold and silver be
came almost singularly synonymous
with the term "money" in the trad
ing world.

Paper arrived later on the mone
tary scene as a "money substitute."
It took the form of promissory notes
which pledged real money in pay
ment for goods. Issued by early
banks, for instance, they were re-
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deemable or convertible on demand
into the precious metals they repre
sented.

Inflation Involves Government
Control over Money

Governments, afflicted with an
insatiable appetite for revenue, have
generated history's inflations by first
assuming control over money. Then
gold coins became only partially gold
or without gold at all. Paper notes,
stripped of their "backing," became
"fiat"-their value tied to the whims
of the inflating authority. Monetary
history records no instance of a peo
ple voluntarily choosing in the mar
ketplace to use unbacked fiat paper
as their money!

The problem with so much of
monetary economics today is that it
does not fully comprehend the ines
capable conclusion that money is a
market phenomenon-that it origi
nated in the market, that it evolved
in the market, and that the market
laws of supply and demand apply to
money just as they do to any other
commodity traded in the market. I
submit that no monetary reform is
likely to succeed if it treats money
as the invention and exclusive do
main of a political monopoly. The
essential task of true monetary re
form, then, is to find a way to divorce
money from politics and make it as
much a product of the market as pos
sible.

In this vein, the many proposals

which call for minor alterations of
the government~smonetary function
sound a little like rearranging the
deck chairs on the Titanic. Simply
putting a differ~nt crew in charge of
the ship or experimenting with the
compass are not radical enough. In
this case, the market may be just
the lifeboat we should be looking for.

The objection may be raised,
"Without a central authority, how
will anyone kn~w what the supply
of money should be?" Well, does
anyone know what the supply of
green beans sh(j)uld be? How many
quarts of milk Should be produced?
How many size 36 undershorts there
ought to be? How is it that the mar
ket is able to ~rovide these things
without central planners and in just
the right amounts?

The answer, of course, is the mar
ket's mechanism! of price. When costs
are low and price is high, the signal
to producers is,! "Make more!" Pro
ducers know th~y should not pile up
any more when! costs exceed price.
Why shouldn't money respond simi
larly?

When gold w~s money, this mech
anism certainly, did work reasona
bly well. As long as it was profitable
to mine gold, piroducers did. "Too
much gold" on the market caused the
value of gold to' fall and the cost of
mining to rise~a double whammy
that prevented producers from en
gaging in a continuous inflation. The
supply of money, therefore, had
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something to do with the real mar-
ket demand for money.

With today's fiat money, the
mechanism is short-circuited. Dou
ble digit price inflation is the mar
ket's way of signaling that there's
too much of the green stuff around,
but the signal never directly strikes
the producer. There's no chance that
he will go broke in the process of
creating more than the market de
mands. For the inflator of fiat money,
the incentives are perverse: he grows
bigger the more he does the very
thing he shouldn't be doing!

It is no sure bet that the debate
over monetary reform will deal fun
damentally withthis question of po
litical versus market money. We

Currency Reform

have lived for so long with the former
and its ruinous consequences that
suggesting the radical alternative
may be tantamount to the impossi
ble task ofteaching blind people what
it would be like to see.

Once it was believed that witches,
warlocks, and demons were the
causes of such calamities as bad
weather. Elaborate contrivances
were devised to drive them away.
When men learned that it wasn't so,
they looked for more natural, scien
tific explanations. Perhaps it is time
to relegate to superstition the idea
that government should manage
money and get on to the task at
hand-putting money back in the
marketplace where it belongs. ,

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

UNDER present ideological conditions no one could possibly conduct a
successful currency reform. To save the United States dollar would re
quire a complete reversal of present economic and monetary policies of
the United States government. It would not suffice merely to stabilize
the currency through credit restrictions and the reduction of spending
sufficient to result in balanced budgets. For such a solution· would im
mediately throw the American economy, which has more than six mil
lion unemployed even during boom times, into severe depression and
unemployment. No political party would dare to recommend, much less
administer, this medicine for monetary stabilization. Therefore, the cur
rency reform necessitates a simultaneous economic reform that reduces
the unbearable burden ofgovernment intervention. Business taxes, which
are among the highest in the free world, would have to be lowered
considerably, and the markets freed from bureaucratic intervention. At
the same time, the numerous legal immu~ities and privileges of the
labor unions would have to be abolished in order to restore a flexible
labor market.

HANS F. SENNHOLZ, Age ofInflation



Joseph S. Fulda

THE
NEW

BONDAGE

IN a courageous address to the dele
gates of the NAACP convention,
President Reagan spoke of "a new
form ofbondage" and offered blacks,
as he did all Americans, a greater
measure of economic liberty. The
New York Times was quick to notice
that the selfsame programs respon
sible for the new bondage form the
President's much-vaunted safety net.
But there is no contradiction. The
President was making a sensitive
point about the nature of govern
ment nets. "One moment they're un
der you, the next moment they're on
top of you," he was reminding us.

The realization that dependence on
the state invariably leads to subser
vience to the state may come hard
in countries whose democratic forms
often lend themselves to a most mis-

Joseph Fulda is an NSF Fellow at Columbia Univer
sity. This analysis is based on a letter to The New
York Times (August 2, 1981).

chievous confu~ion of government
with society. BUjt as Hamilton noted,
"power over a' man's subsistence
amounts to a power over his will."
Such power is what Hoover meant
when he wrote of"the terror ofeffec
tive deprival to ~ny man of his busi
ness and his livelihood." These men
understood that the dependence of
free men and women on the state for
their sustenance, what we might call
the paradox ofdemocratic socialism,
would soon undermine the blessings
of liberty in which they believed so
fervently, each in his own way. It is
in this context that the new bondage
must be under,stood, for those to
whom we give a$much as those from
whom we take are stripped of some
of their dignity and personal free
dom.

Let us exa~ine the underpin
nings of the new bondage. The an
nals of government intervention will
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show a decided propensity on the part
of government to control what it does
not support. Such diverse entities as
local governments, business enter
prises, private schools, and our lives
come under this head. But rare in
deed is the agency of government
which proffers support without de
manding a measure of control. Nor
has such control been found uncon
stitutional; as one judge wrote, "It is
hardly lack of due process for the
Government to regulate that which
it subsidizes." One can even argue,
as Senator Barry Goldwater has, that
the appropriation of tax monies eth
ically requires some regulation of
their use. Legally, ethically, and
historically, then, subsidy and reg
ulation have been inextricably in
tertwined. Such an observation, to
be sure, is no argument for the reg
ulation attendant upon subsidy, but
rather an argument against subsi
dies in the first instance.

Sacrificing Self-Reliance
in Return for Government Aid

Examples of the subsidy-regula
tion nexus abound. New York City,
the Chrysler Corporation, and the
national endowments have each
sacrificed something very dear to the
American tradition in return for the
financial blessings of the state: a
tradition of self-government older
than America herself, the autonomy
ofprivate enterprise, and artistic in
tegrity.

Under the system of regulated
subsidies, government has extended
itselfinto all the nooks and crannies
of heretofore private life: charity,
education, medical care, agricul
ture, trade, production, scholarship,
art, and family relations. We tell our
poor where to live-in housing seg
regated by social class-and how
much to eat-and thus how much to
weigh. We tell parents what their
children must learn-the virtues of
the state, the new morality, and our
debt to ape-like creatures-and what
they should eat for lunch. We tell
our elderly what transportation to
use and when to use it-malfunc
tioning state-run systems at odd
hours. We decide what medical pro
cedures to allow-unnecessary op
erations, for example-and when
home care can be funded-when sal
utary and relatively inexpensive, but
even then only with presidential in
tercession. We tell our farmers what
crops are desirable-tobacco, for ex
ample-and what crops must be re
stricted-peanuts, for example. We
tell our business community what
merits encouragement-enterprises
so forlorn as to attract no investors
without subsidy-and what de
serves discouragement-companies
so successful that they can outprod
uce and undersell their competition.
We fashion all these specifications
and regulations as citizens of a dem
ocratic state; we must live under
them as members of a free society.
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Subsidies Lead to Control
But inasmuch as the decision to

accept a subsidy is voluntary, can
the regulation attendant upon it
truly he thought inconsistent with
the philosophy of liberty? The an
swer, I believe, is in the affirmative
and for three reasons. First, we have
already remarked on the tendency
of the state to regulate that which it
does not subsidize. Such regulations
often arise from the proverbial
transmutation of the carrot into the
stick.

All too often the real object of gov
ernment is not to subsidize what the
politicians believe a worthwhile en
terprise or endeavor, but to regulate
what is still a free enterprise or a
social endeavor, with the subsidy a
choice means to that typical end.
Thus, what begins as a condition for
Federal contracts may end as a con
dition for doing business with one's
neighbor. What begins with subsidy
as the reward for compliance with
social goals may end with fines as
the punishment for deviating from
public policy. What begins when the
state has not yet exhausted its re
sources and overtaxed its populace
will remain long after the resources
to support what has been taken over
are gone.

It will be useful to contrast the
regulated state subsidy with private
employment or gifts granted in re
turn for adherence to conditions es
tablished by the giver. The private

employer cannpt impose his condi
tions of employiment on anyone who
does not seek e~ploymentwith him.
The giver of gifts can withhold his
largesse but can impose no fines. The
state, on the otb,er hand, is ever ready
to cross the sh~rp moral line which
divides not giv~ng from taking.

It is for this r~ason, too, that those
concerned witn the growth of gov
ernment shouldibe wary ofthe state's
assumption of ~dditional functions,
even if they are completely volun
tary. Thus, even those government
services or enterprises which are used
only by those iwho so choose and
which are comp~etelyfunded by user
fees are suspect. The Postal Service,
after all, began with neither a mo
nopoly nor a sl!Ibsidy, but has long
since acquired both. As long as the
entity which owns and operates an
enterprise is ~lso the entity with
coercive powers, what begins in
freedom may end in compulsion.

A second objection to the regula
tion which att~nds subsidy is that
the regulations iissued often conflict
with the rightfull management of the
tax monies involved. Thus racial
guidelines for companies with gov
ernment contracts, while voluntary,
are an inefficient-not to mention
immoral- us¢ of public funds.
Whether the contract is for sanita
tion or defense~ it is best fulfilled
without regard to social or political
goals which miaallocate resources.

Again the contrast with the pri-
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vate sector is helpful. A private
business may indeed set any condi
tions it desires for contractors who
wish to do business with it, for it
operates with its own funds, has no
public trust, and will moreover likely
be severely penalized by the market
if it persists in operating by uneco
nomic criteria. The state's funding,
on the other hand, is obtained not
by mutual consent based on recog
nition of the efficient use of re
sources, but by that unilateral sys
tem ofresource absorption known as
taxation. Thus a public trust to util
ize funds economically arises.

A Lack of Choice

Third, there comes the realization
that acceptance of the subsidy is of
ten not, after all, a full and free
choice. Is the decision to send one's
children to public school-to accept
the state education subsidy-fully
voluntary, or is the decision influ
enced by the forcible extraction of
public school tuition monies via tax
ation? Not only does one have the
sense that one has paid for the sub
sidy-that it is not a subsidy taken
from others at all-one has been
forcibly deprived of the resources to
purchase the service on the market.
State compulsory education laws
leave no recourse, in the absence of
such resources, but to patronize gov
ernment schools.

Consider, as another example, our
beleaguered automobile manufac-

turers. These once-successful giants
have been saddled with a myriad of
uneconomic regulations. Their abil
ity to borrow funds for needed mod
ernization has been hampered by in
cessant government issues. Their
ability to use their own capital to
modernize has been checked by a tax
code biased against capital forma
tion. Worst of all, for decades the de
mand for their product lines was
distorted by an energy policy of price
controls; the false signals which en
sued led these overly trusting com
panies on down the road to ruina
tion. After the state has thus crippled
their ability to operate without sub
sidies, it beckons, privilege in hand;
all it asks for in return is yet more
control. More often than not, the
large, failing enterprises that gov
ernment "saves" and ultimately runs
are in need of saving only from the
consequences of prior government
intervention. Again, this is no ar
gument for subsidies to such enter
prises, but rather an argument
against the controls accompanying
such subsidies while they continue.

Likewise, the poor man will find
his needs attended to by a host of
paternalistic agencies offering in
kind benefits that drastically cir
cumscribe consumer choice. Why is
it that in this fair land populated by
a generous people, private charity,
which the chroniclers of voluntar
ism tell us was once plentiful, is no
longer adequate? Government con-
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sumes the major portion of personal
income, ostensibly for eleemosynary
purposes, that is why. As Albert Jay
Nock observed some fifty years ago,
we are as likely to refer the man in
need of aid to the appropriate gov
ernment agency as to aid him our
s(!lv(!s. By Rbsorbing 9uch a. la.rge
portion of our resources, Nock con
tinued, government usurps social and
interpersonal initiatives as well. In
deed, it is no small tribute to the
American character that so much
that is worthy is still supported pri
vately, without subsidy or favor, de
spite confiscatory taxation.

In sum, then, while the decision
to accept a subsidy is not made un
der duress, a great many coercive
measures in some manner or other
impinge on it. The element of voli
tion in the regulations which are the
price of subsidy is part of the insidi
0us and seductive nature of subsi
dies, not a cause to disregard the
President's warning.

Treated Disrespectfully

Nor are the motive forces behind
the new bondage entirely benign. In
part, such programs as in-kind.ben
efits, categorical grants, and regu
lated subsidies derive from a decid
edly illiberal view of those being
aided. That is the view that having
failed at self-sufficient production,
the poor are not able to direct their
own consumption wisely either. It is
the view that the state, with the aid

of professionals land social scientists
who understan<ll such things, must
therefore "help" them plan their
lives. It is likewise the view that
those local majQrities which dare to
differ with the ~ational majority on
such issues as, educational priori
ties, the balance! between liberty and
security, the balance between the free
exercise ofrelimon and the proscrip
tion of its establishment, or the pri
macy of freedom. of association are
not to be trusted with the customary
full faith and credit. The farmers
cannot farm, ~he traders cannot
trade, and the frDanufacturers can
not manufacture as well as can the
"experts" in and around govern
ment, proponents of this view seem
to be saying.

To a greater eiKtent, though, these
programs are th~ natural result of a
corrupted democracy, in which the
liberties and prCl>perties of individu
als, once belie~ed inalienable, are
regularly put to1the trial of a major
ity vote. The election of representa
tives by district rather than at large
localizes their political base. Thus,
social, economi~, ethnic, religious,
occupational, qr interest groups,
which in a larger area would. form
insignificant mi~ority factions, are
able, separatel~ or in coalition, to
gain political c<)ntrol over the dis
trict. ("By a faction," wrote Madison
in the tenth Federalist paper, "I un
derstand a nuimber of citizens,
whether amounting to a majority or
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a minority of the whole, who are
united and actuated by some com
mon impulse of passion, or of inter
est, adverse to the rights of other
citizens, or to the permanent and
aggregate interests of the commu
nity.") The factious spirit, further
promoted by the hypostatization of
groups so common in the political
discourse of the day, is then re
flected in the likes ofquotas, entitle
ments, and class action suits.

Serving Special Interests

The turmoil of factions, which are
today known as special interest
groups, is also largely responsible for
the new bondage. In-kind programs
and categorical grants permit the
easy identification, coagulation, and
milking of these interest groups by
politicians. Politicians, in turn, are
easily swayed to commit ever-greater
depredations on the public treasury
by factions which form a substantial
part oftheir support. Further, in-kind
programs, categorical grants, and
regulated subsidies are particularly
amenable to the bureaucratic em
pire building against which Jeffer
son and Tocqueville warned. If a man

Frederic Bastiat

would have power over the activities
of society, he would search no far
ther than these baited hooks.

In contrast, only the poor would
benefit from a single cash grant pro
gram, not the bureaucrats whose
fiefdoms would be swept away, not
the milk producers or construction
workers assured a market without
the fullness of competition, not the
educators paid wages exactable from
government only. Only the localities
would benefit from block grants, not
the supervising Federal agents, not
the intermediating state agents, not
the implementing local agents, nor
again the natural constituencies of
the many categories that· the Con
gress has so painstakingly isolated
over the years.

This should come as no surprise, \
for the system of unlimited democ
racy in the name of charity is in
reality a system whereby some ben
efit from the failures, misfortunes,
and dependency of others. When
subsidies are granted without spec
ification or regulation, only those
subsidized benefit. That is why such
subsidies so rarely emerge from the
political process. ,

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

OUR DEMANDS, therefore, place The State in an obvious dilemma! If it
refuses to grant the requested benefit, it is accused of weakness, ill-will,
and incapacity. Ifit tries to grant their requests, it is obliged to load the
people with increased taxes-to do more harm than good-and to bring
upon itself general displeasure from another quarter.
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World Citizen

THE WORLD CITIZEN was an eigh
teenth-century phenomenon. A child
of the French Enlightenment, the
World Citizen tended to put liberty
ahead of country. Sometimes the
World Citizen was bemused by those
who rated equality ahead of liberty.
This led many into J acobin snares,
with the guillotine as their reward
if they strayed from the gospel pro
claimed by Robespierre or some other
tyrant of the moment. But the more
canny among the World Citizens
came to see with Edmund Burke that
liberty, in the abstract, could be a
delusion. Burke, an anti-ideologue,
was satisfied with English liberties
in the plural, as defined by the tra
dition going back to Magna Carta.

Philip Mazzei, an Italian from
Tuscany, was a Burkean, even
though Burke gets only a bare foot
note mention in Mazzei's autobiog
raphy, My Life and Wanderings,
which is now published for the first
time in its entirety. The feisty Maz
zei, who was cheated out of part of
his patrimony by a rascally brother,

became a wanderer early in life. He
was inevitably attracted to London
by the fact that, in England, "the
only absolute power the government
may exercise is ito expel in time of
war a fore~gner ~hat is suspected of
being a spy." "Personal freedom,"
Mazzei reflected,! "is more important
for an individual than public free
dom." The year in which he chose to
settle in London: was 1756, and the
Glorious Revol-qtion sponsored by
John Locke had not yet surrendered
to the "George be King" attitude of
Hanoverians who held to the conti
nental theory of Divine Right.

In addition to being a World Citi
zen, Mazzei was aborn trader whose
urge to truck and. barter would have
entirely. satisfieq his great contem
porary Adam Slmith. As a boy in
Tuscany Mazzei had studied to be a
surgeon. He took! his profession with
him to Smyrna in Asia Minor by way
of Constantinop~e.But setting bro
ken bones borea him. Sailing to
London with an, intrepid Captain
Wilson, who kept a wary eye out for

?AQ
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possible French interference, Maz
zei set himself up as a teacher of
Italian even though he himself had
yet to learn English. His. pure Tus
can pronunciation stood him in good
stead as a teacher for an interim pe
riod, but he soon discovered better
ways of making money. He became
an importer of oils and·wines, mak
ing trips back home to Italy to ar
range for a supply of Florentine
wines that Englishmen might prefer
to port and madeira for the summer.
Eventually he opened a London shop,
but he put it under the name ofMar
tini and Company in order to keep
from being known to the Florentine
aristocracy as "Philip the shopkee
per."

Mazzei was a happy Londoner for
some fifteen years. His first disillu
sionment with English liberties came
when John Wilkes' election to par
liament was declared invalid. This
seemed to Mazzei. to constitute "a
death blow to the solid and sacro
sanct fundamental law of a free
country, which is perfect freedom in
the election of the representatives of
the people."

Mazzei Meets Franklin

Mazzei's growing doubts about
English liberties coincided with a
first meeting with Benjamin Frank
lin, the London agent of the Penn
sylvania colony. The Grand Duke
Leopold back in Tuscany had asked
for two Franklin stoves. Franklin

didn't like the alterations that En
glish craftsmen had made on his
stove. After some argument, Mazzei
prevailed on a British stoveman to
go back to Franklin's own design. The
Grand Duke. Leopold got his stoves,
and the improvements that went
with the true Franklin model cre
ated a thriving new business in
"many parts of the Kingdom."

Philip Mazzei: My Life and
Wanderings. Translated by S.
Eugene Scalia, edited by
Margherita Marchione. (Ameri
can Institute of Italian Studies,
455 Western Avenue, Morris
town, N.J. 07960), 472 pages,
$14.95 cloth; $9.95 paperback.

Franklin led Mazzei to Thomas
Adams, a Virginian who was a great
friend of Thomas Jefferson. Sympa
thizing with the transatlantic colo
nists who were insisting on their
rights as Englishmen in refusing to
honor the Stamp Act or to pay a mild
tax on tea, Mazzei decided to go to
Virginia. His plan was to take ten
Tuscan peasants with him. Once
settled in Virginia, he hoped to do
mesticate Mediterranean crops in a
New World setting. He bought a farm
adjacent to Thomas Jefferson's own
holdings at Monticello, and soon was
raising wheat and Indian corn for
shipment to Leghorn in Italy.

Jefferson, who had learned Italian
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for himself before he had ever heard
a word of Italian spoken, became a
great partisan of Mazzei, deeming
him "of solid worth, honest, able,
zealous in sound principles, moral
and political, constant in friendship
and punctual in all his undertak
ings." When war came to the colo
nies, Mazzei could not remain a sim
ple farmer and exporter. He became
a soldier, and it wasn't long before
he had agreed to become Virginia's
agent in Paris, where he joined Ben
Franklin as an eloquent pleader of
the colonists' cause at the French
court.

After the war Mazzei lingered on
in Paris, writing a four-volume work
on the colonies. He had something
to do with promoting Jefferson's
Notes on Virginia, which was writ
ten to answer questions proposed by
Mazzei's friends, the Duke de La Ro
chefoucauld and the Marquis de
Condorcet.

The French Revolution's course, so
different from that of the American
Revolution, had Mazzei worried the
moment the J acobin Club presumed
to dictate policies for the Third Es
tate. When the French began to is
sue paper assignats for money, Maz
zei wrote a warning pamphlet to
explain the workings of Gresham's
Law. His general preoccupation with
the specifics involved in maintain
ing individual freedom recom
mended him to Stanislaus Augustus
II, the elected king of the aristo-

cratic republic o~ Poland. Jefferson
approved of Sta4islaus, so Mazzei
took on the add~d job of becoming
Poland's agent lin revolutionary
Paris.

The Partitioning.f Poland

The chapters devoted to the story
of Mazzei's servic~ to Poland have a
tremendous inter~stfor the modern
reader. As an agent Mazzei picked
up some warning indications that the
King of Prussia was about to con
nive with Russia and Austria in the
final partitioning ofa most unhappy
Polish buffer state. Journeying to
Warsaw, Mazzei tried to convey the
urgency of the situation. But King
Stanislaus's military advisers could
not believe in the!. King of Prussia's
intended duplicity. When they were
finally convinced i, that Poland was
about to be erase~ from the map of
Europe as an independent nation, it
was too late. There was nothing to
do for Stanislaus out to resign.

Indecent as the partitioning of Po
land was, there were still some cour
tesies connected with it. The Czar of
Russia eventuallyi assumed a part of
the deposed King ~tanislaus'sdebts.
Mazzei, in a terrifying posting trip
to St. Petersburg ~ndertaken in his
seventy-third year, retrieved some of
the money he han loaned to King
Stanislaus.

This makes a grand finale to a
story that is full of meaning for any
student of freedom. ~
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THE WAYWARD WELFARE STATE
by Roger A. Freeman
(Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and
Peace, Stanford, CA 94305)
511 + xvii pages - $35.00 cloth

The book's principal findings and conclu
sions are also available in a paperback vol
ume, A Preview and Summary of "The
Wayward Welfare State"
112 + xii pages - $8.95

Reviewed by William H. Peterson

Dr. Freeman ponders the prospect of
Western Civilization as he exam
ines the enormous human and ma
terial resources that the American
people over the past quarter-century
have invested in hundreds of gov
ernmental programs, some of which
originated in the New Deal but most
during the New Frontier and Great
Society eras. This book attempts to
evaluate the cost of these programs
as well as their returns, positive or
negative. It is a masterful study by
a man who has been an economist
with Stanford's Hoover Institution
since 1962, and is now Senior Fellow
Emeritus.

Today the nation is faced with
crucial decisions over the division of
resources between the requirements
of national defense and demands for
domestic services. Aggravating the
issue is the accompanying struggle
for more or less redistribution of in
come from the more productive to the
less productive segments of society.

These entitlement or transfer pro
grams, including Social Security,
grants-in-aid to state and local gov
ernments, and subsidies to farmers
and others, now cost Unde Sam in
excess of $400 billion a year, or 56%
of total federal spending, compared
with only 35% in 1960 and 27% in
1955.

This escalation in transfer pay
ments can only undermine the drive
to improve productivity, augment
capital formation and restore pros
perity. Total transfers are now far
larger than total federal procure
ment, defense and nondefense, and
total federal payroll, civilian and
military. Indeed, they are greater
than the 1981 defense budget and
the 1981 total estimated expendi
tures for new plant and equipment
in the U.S. combined. Hence Free
man's justifiable assertion that our
welfare state is "wayward," i.e., out
of control. Similar lack of control is
evident throughout the West-in
Canada, for instance, Scandinavia,
Britain, France, Italy, the Nether
lands, and West Germany-apart
from, of course, Eastern Europe.

Witness the failure of social pro
grams in health, education, hous
ing, crime prevention and aid to
families with dependent children.
Welfarism has contributed to rising
illiteracy, sagging productivity, more
broken homes, more absent fathers,
more unwed mothers, greater crime
in all dimensions, and of course
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surging inflation and an increas
ingly sputter-and-spurt economy.
Rightfully, Freeman thus poses the
question: "Can Western Civilization
survive?"

The problem President Reagan
faces in trying to rein this wayward
welfare state is an old one. Presi
dent Roosevelt warned in his 1935
State of the Union message that
"continued dependence on relief in
duces a spiritual and moral disinte
gration fundamentally destructive to
the national fibre," and declared:
"The federal government must and
shall quit this business ofrelief." On
signing the 1935 Social Security Act
he said: "I can see the end of public
assistance in America."

President Kennedy likewise urged
Congress and the nation to reverse
the trend of welfarism. He signed a
bill on July 26, 1962, "shifting the
emphasis of the nation's welfare
program for the needy from the dole
to rehabilitation," saying that it
"makes possible the most far-reach
ing revision of the public welfare
program since it was enacted in 1935.
This measure embodies a new ap
proach-stressing services in addi
tion to support, rehabilitation in
stead of relief, and training for useful
work instead of prolonged depen
dency."

Again, President Johnson, on
signing the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964, said: "We are not con
tent to accept the endless growth of

relief or welfare 'rolls. We want to
offer the forgotte~fifth of our people
opportunity and riot doles."

President Cart¢r prepared a simi
lar plan and stated in his accompa
nying message ofAugust 6, 1977: "As
I pledged during! my campaign for
the presidency, i1 am asking the
Congress to abollish our existing
welfare system, and replace it with
a job-oriented pr0$Tam for those able
to work and a silmplified, uniform,
equitable cash assistance program for
those in need whoiare unable to work
... combine effective work require
lnents and strongiwork incentives."

The most impressive. failure is So
dal Security, who$e trust fund is fast
approaching zero~ Freeman argues
that Social Security is increasingly
insecure. He notels that it has a de
liberately built-in antiwork bias,
with its limits on wage and salary
income that can ije earned by bene
ficiaries from age$ 65 to 72. What is
equally significartt: more than half
of the workers no longer wait until
age 65 to collect retirement benefits:
half the men andi nearly two-thirds
of the women who demanded and
were awarded Soc~al Security in 1976
were 62 to 64 years old.

The question w:Hether America and
Western Civilizamon can survive is
indeed relevant. Welfarism has be
come a state of ~ind; Washington
has become a pub~ic trough. Govern
ment, the problem, is still looked
upon as a solutionl Can a people who
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voted themselves into this mess vote
themselves out of it? New York
economist A. Gary ShilHng noted
that most Americans are now de
pendent on government pay, gov
ernment pensions, welfare aid, sub
sidies, bail-outs or other forms of
income derived from the public trea
sury. Such dependency increased
from 36.7% in 1960 to 50.2% in 1979.

Roger A. Freeman has performed
a public service with this monumen
tal work, which amply documents the
foresight ofMr. Justice Brandeis who
warned us a half century ago that:
"Experience should teach us to be
most on our guard to protect liberty
when the government's purposes are
beneficent ... The greatest dangers
to liberty lurk in insidious en
croachment by men of zeal, well
meaning but without understand
ing."

THE REGULATION OF MEDICAL
CARE: IS THE PRICE TOO HIGH?
by John C. Goodman
(CATD Institute, 224 2nd Street, S.E.,
Washington, D.C., 20003), 1980
135 pages - $5.00 paperback

Reviewed by Tommy W Rogers

Dr. Goodman, assistant professor of
economics and Director of the Cen
ter for Health Policy Research at the
University of Dallas, contends that
most of the failures we encounter in
the delivery of health care are not

due to failure of the free market but
are, to the contrary, the result of
governmental interventions; re
quirements, prohibitions, and regu
lations with respect to medical prac
tice.

Dr. Goodman, in point blank fash
ion, accompanied by persuasive doc
umentation, places much of the
blame for this state of affairs on or
ganized medicine which, according
to him, has "for over 100 years,
sought and obtained special privi
leges from government." Dr. Good
man's book is not an indictment of
the medical vocation itself, but is a
stinging indictment of what he sees
as medicine's long and extensive in
volvement with government to re
strict free competition in the market
place in the interest of medical care
provisioners.

Goodman traces the history of the
American Medical Association from
its initiation in 1847 as a scarcely
veiled cartel through the 1910 Flex
ner Report which was widely util
ized by state legislatures as a ratio
nale for drastically limiting the
supply of physicians.

Goodman follows with a discus
sion of the purpose of licensing, re
strictions on advertising, and re
strictions on price competition. He
questions the efficacy of the licen
sure mechanism to promote medical
care quality, challenges the breadth
of medical school education (such as
the limited knowledge of non-natu-
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ropathic physicians as to the heal
ingpower ofnutrition) and indicates
that the free market has a moreeq
uitable answer as to the providing
of health care than is to be obtained
by the decisions of groups and com
mittees whose underlying objective
is served by restrictive licensing.

Government, instead of using its
leverage to remove the many legal
obstacles which have kept a genuine
free market .from working in the
medical care arena, acted during the
Nixon administration to impose ad
ditional exemptions, privileges, and
subsidies in the form of "health
maintenance organizations." HMOs,
Goodman feels, represent triumphs
of "managerial, legal, political, fi
nancial, marketing and negotiating
skill" which may well be laying the
groundwork for a federally regu
lated health care marketplace.

Although organized medicine and
its allies have resisted the more ex
treme .proposals for comprehensive
national health insurance, there is
no assurance they will continue to
do so. Goodman detects a disturbing
recent trend among providers of
health care services, the recognition
that socialized medicine under their
control and on their behalf will give
them unlimited access· to· utilize a
controlled system in their interest.
"Many within the health care indus
try want to shape and. mold national
health insurance proposals to fit their
own economic interests rather than

oppose them outright," the author
states. He adds that "As they have
in so many other countries, the pro
ducers of health care may soon be
(~ome the architectS ofnational health
insurance in the United States."

Goodman's op~nion is that the
hurden of protecting our health care
nonsystem from further governmen
tal intrusions vtill probably fall
squarely on the! shoulders of the
general public anp that if socialized
medicine is ultiInately turned back
it will be patients!, not practitioners,
who will be prim~rily responsible.

DEMOCRACY A~D LIBERTY
by William E. H. Lecky
Introduction by William Murchison
(LibertyClassics, 7440 North Shadeland,
Indianapolis, Indiana! 46250), 1981
Vol. 1, 479 pages; vql. II, 501 pages
$18.00/set, cloth; $6iOO/set, paperback

Reviewed by Tomm~ ~ Rogers

William Edward .Hartpole Lecky
(1838-1903), Irish historian, essay
ist, and member:of Parliament, is
sued Democracy aruJ, Liberty in 1896.
Lecky was convin~edthat the statist
radicalism which:asserted that only
the majesty of the collective state
<:ould· ensure well~beingagainst the
vagaries of the capitalist structure
would eventually[ result in an en
forced servitude of the citizenry.
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Democracy and Liberty is an
eclectic history which deals with the
tendencies of the political world in
many different countries. English
representative government, French
democracy, American democracy,- the
functions of legislative bodies, labor
questions, woman questions, the
growth of socialism, are among the
topics which Lecky discusses with a
depth of knowledge and methods of
reasoning which are helpful in eval
uating contemporary issues.

Lecky was particularly concerned
with the effect of universal suffrage
bestowed on the basis of posited ab
stract "rights" rather than on char
acteristics which defined the solid,
trustworthy, educated, working cit
izenry. A tenet of the older liberal
ism which asserted the rights of the
individual against the state was that
primary political powers should be
with the owners of realty. The doc
trine that men to whom the land be
longed, at least in minute or yeoman
amounts, were the men who ought
to govern was held by Dr. Franklin
and by a large segment of the Amer
ican colonists. Lecky felt a major
danger of representative govern
ment was its potential degeneration
into a system of veiled confiscation
of one class voting the taxes which
another class would be compelled to
pay.

Lecky felt that the privilege of
suffrage rightly varied according to
the special characteristics and cir-

cumstances of nations. That there is
no certain and specific "natural right"
of suffrage was said to be illustrated
in the American experience. There
were no uniform rules of suffrage in
the colonies. Even subsequent to the
adoption of the Constitution, the
various States differed considerably
in their qualifications for voting, al
though property qualifications pre
vailed in most states.

Lecky felt that the organic emer
gence of the right of suffrage in
Western Civilization was aptly set
forth by Chief Justice Story. In his
Commentaries on the Constitution,
which Lecky felt was one of the most
valuable works ever penned on the
science of politics, Story said that
voting, irrespective of whatever
foundation it may have in natural
law, had always been treated as a
civil right in the practice of nations,
regulated by each society according
to its own circumstances and inter
ests.

Lecky endeavored to follow the
tendencies that were altering the
contours of the political world right
up to the publication of his Democ
racy and Liberty. All the eloquence
and learning that Lecky mustered,
Murchison writes in the introduc
tion, was shouted into the teeth of
the gale. Nevertheless, Lecky was a
man worth listening to in 1896. And,
his conversation, rooted in tradition
and experience rather than frenzies
of the moment, is still valuable. @
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